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SUMMARY 

This report outlines the design of a versatile low cost 
'Precision Turning flachine with e Limited Milling Facility' 
which automatically produces work accurately to the required 
fora at a high production rate. 

The moving headstock and cross-slide have indapendant 
hydrostatic slidoways. The headstock spindle and hydraulic 
rotor have internal hydrostatic bcarincs and the cross-slide 
toolposb can present both static and rotating, tools to the 
work. A sequencing circuit enables any one of sixteen tools 
to be selected from a nagazine. 

General ass,z.bly drawincs arc included cf every machine 
feature together with proving calculations testing, the validity 
cf trio desiEn. 

The aspects of work-loadinE, cutting lubricant and swnrf 
re oval are discussed in the report which concludes with 
reconmendaticns for the future. 
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D.1. 	DTTRODUCTIOTT. 

Lecannendations put forward by both the Configuration Committee and 
the Technical Survey Committe were used as a guide in formulating the 
design. 

It was necessary to divide the Design Committee into five sub-
committees in order that the design work was adequately covered. Each sub-
committee consisted of at least one member of the Design Committee who acted 
as chairman and two or three project members. This enabled the Design 
Committee to co-ordinate the work of the sub-committees. 

The task of the Committee was to design a machine whose function is to 
produce work which is performed on a centre lathe but elth the added feature 
that it will also perform other operations which would normally require the 
use of a mi113.nn machine. This necessitated a departure from conventional 
design, -which resulted in a moving headstock cradled between the slidoways 
of a machine frame of a box-type structure , a tool-post which moves ;:et 
right angles to the work axis in the vertical plane but positioned in the 
levier part of the machine, and in order to cater for the many different 
machining operations, a tool magazine to store the tools and to present 
them to the tool-post at the start of each machining operation. 

'Ath all the machine movements being controlled by a punched paper tape 
various mechanisms had to be designed in order that the machine could respond 
to these signals. 

Other features considered in the design were floor space taken up by 
the machine, the services that the mochinewould require, and initial cost 
together with running cost. 

D2. ILELLIINA: CALCULATIONS. 

It is necessary to look at the cutting forces in order that the poser 
required at the tool point can be calculated and therefore the machine 
efficiency determined before commencing the detailed design study. 

D2.1. CuttinZorces. 

Consider the forces acting on a tungsten carbide knife tool taking 
the following cut in EN 111 mild steel:- 

Depth of cut 	fa' 	0.250 inches( 6.35 mm.) 
Feed/rev 	Iff 	0.010 inches (0.25 met.) 
Cutting speed 	'CS' 	350 ft/ )ill 	(108 mtedn) 
Specific cutting Pressure 'P' for EN lA 

200,000 lb.f/inch-  (1.379 GN/m2) 

Tangential Cutting Force Pc = d x f x p 
Fc = 0.250 x 0.010 x 200,000 
Fe = 500 ibf(2.2224_ kN) 
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Axial Cutting Force F = 40,g Fe Ref 1 
1-Jr,  = 200 lbf(0.89 kN) 

Radial Cutting Force RI Ref. 2 for single rcint operations lies 
betvyen 0.08 Fc and 0.45 Fe but in the case of cer;mic tooling R' lies 
between 0.7 Fc and 1.1 Fc it is therefore assumed that R' is equal to Fe 

R' 	lbf(2.224 £(Ir) 

Resultant Cutting Force R = 735 rbf(3.27 kro 

D2.2. Headstock Hotor Rating 

HP required at tool 	= CS x Fc 
33,000 

.Lp  x 500 
33,000 

HP required at tool 	=  5.3(3.95 l&) 

The efUciency of a conventional lathe with a geared drive decreases 
as speed increases, only 50,, of the input pc%:er being available at the tool 
at a 1,000 rev min. A headstock ,Iotor and bearings have been selected for 
the irvichine Vhich improves efficiency considerably at high speeds Ref. Section 
D3. Therefore a 5.0 HP (3.72 10headstock motor has been chosen for the 
machine. 

It is necessary to check /.that cuts can be taken when iiiachining materials 
which have either 

(a High 'P' values 
(b High ICS' 

to ensure that sufficient pmyr is 
available at the tool. 

The cutting speeds are those recommended for use vlth tungsten carbide 
tooling, 

was held constant at 0.010 inchoVrev 
(0.25 mm/rev) 

(a) Consider Ni Cr Steel Ln 36 - 	2  
rp1 	 500,000 lb/inch (3.45 GN/m ) 
'CS' 	= 200 ft/sin 	(61 m/min) 

For these conditions 
rar 	0.165 inches (4.2 mm) 

(b) Take an aluminum alloy:- 
TS' 	= 1,000 ftAxii7(30 mAlin) 	2  

= 90,000 lb/inch (0.62 GN/M ) 
For these conditions 

'd' 	= 0.185  inches (4,7 ran) 

Ifl 
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D2.3 Specific Cut-Anr Capacity. 

The value is calculLtcd for c:.achining 	lA ,:dth tungsten carbide tools 
'at 75,E efficiency. 

S.C.C. = dxfxCSx12 x75 
AP 	 100 

0.25 x 0.01 x  350 x 12 x 
5 	 100 

S.C.0  = 1.57 inchcs3/hp min. (4.6 k.n kU min) 

Dz.4 Lanhi,le Capacity  

Lachine Capacity 	HP x S.C.C. (at 75, efficiency) 

= 5 x 1.57 

.,_acninc Capacity = 7.85 in3/nin(172 k.1u3/min) 



HEPOIiT OP TBEI BEIOSTOLK SUB-COL.ITT6E. 

Prepared by :- A.V. Terry 
R. Crooks 
R.V. Jones 

D3.1 Introduction. 

An important feature of the configuration proposed for the precision 
turning machine vith a limited milling facility vas a moving headstock. 
This implied that the headstock would need to be a compact, self-contained 
unit capable of moving with rcspect to the machine frame along a slidevay 
vith a very lov coefficient of friction. To aceumodate both precision 
turning and milling operations the headstock drive will need to provide a 
speed variable over a vide range. 

This report describes the design procedure leading to the final headstock 
arrangement. A headstock assembly drawing is presented together with detail 
dral:ings of all major narts of the asseelly. Also included in the report arc 
calculations necessary for the headstock design concerning the hydrostatic 
spindle journal bearings and hydrostatic slidevay bearings. 

It was decided by the group board to offer a work-loading mechanism as 
an accessory to the machine. The basic regnirements and an economic survey 
of this facility were investigated. The design is included in this report 
of a cheap but effective way of Troviding automatic uoik-loading on the machine. 

D3.2. Basic Reauiroments. 

Headstock Drive. 

The headstock drive eras to be capable of providing rotation at a 
controlled rate to facilitate, for example, milling a helix, and it .-es 
desirable for it to have a continuously variable speed within the desired speed 
ranso. It had to be capable of indexing with high accuracy to any position in 

. 360 , with provision for positive locking in this position. 

Chucl- 41.• 

0A automatic machines with high initial capital costs it is essential 
to aim for the maximum machine utilisation, which can be aided by power-
work holding. Further, to tak full advantage of the high metal removal rates 
possible with rilodurn tool technology, it becomes desirable to use a power-
operated chuck to obtain the higher horse:Devers needed on lathe spindles. 
The revirement, tlanefore, vas for a fully autwatic chuck controlled by r 
nuIllerical control system but with provision for manual overide. 

The gripping force of the chuck had to be controllable to accommodate 
the eide variety of components that the machine would be able to handle. 



Thereby, in the caso of thin components 1:hich wore liable to be distorted by 
the hicHi griping forces necessary for he_vy roughing cuts, the gripping force 
could be r:..;dueed to enable a finishing cut to be taken without ruifloving the 
componont from the chuck. Also, th, consista2cy of grirl=dag force possible 
with pm:or-operated chucks would promoto accuracy. 

It was decided te 	for a chuck ,.ith a brief specification as folluds:- 

(a) a 4 inch (100m.m.) diameter work capacity. This value was derived 
directly from the Technical Survey results, but to accanuodate mnall castings 
and up to 3 inches (200m..) diameter short work, it was envisaged to fix 
these items to a "face plate pallet" fitted T.with a central boss which could 
be gripped in the chuck. 

(b) 1, minimum overall diameter preferably less than 12 inches (300 m.m). 
This was considered to be the rainiinum dimension possible from an initial survey 
of chucks capable of holding 4 in. (100 m.m.) diameter vor ioces. 

(0) Capable of holding the workpieco concentric with the axis of tho 
machine to within 0.0005 in. (0.012 mem) maximum, which was considered from 
oast experience to be the order of .magnitude for precision work. 

It was essential that tho design of the headstock resulted in a compact 
unit of minimum size in order to keep overall machine size to a minimum, and to 
be aesthetically acceptable. 

It would be necessary to have a hole dm-•.rn the centre of the spindle to 
accommoaatc the drawbar for parrer-chucking, but provided the diameter of hole 
vas of the order of half the diameter of the spindle the reduction in spindle 
stiffnc.ss could be ignored, sec Fig D3/2/1 . 

To determine the range of spindle speed required, exat.7)les of 	were 
felt to be the extreme conditions likely to be encountered by the machine :.ere 
ex.:Tained. 

revAdn: Consider takin7 a light single point finishing cut on 0.5 in. 
(12.7 mac) ord. Aluminium at a cutting speed of 2000 ft/in. (610 m/min with s. 
Tungsten Carbide cutting tool. 

Rotational = cutting  speed 	= 2000 x 12 - 15000 rov/Min. 
Speed 	circumference 	 0.5 x 

This was an extremely high speed and it vas thought that some compromise on 
this figure would be necessary. 

idnjxraum rev/min: Tnis must tend to zero for the cutting of a helix with a 
milling cutter, for example, since the rotation of the chuck will be linked. 
z, ith the feed rate. Consider, however, scrod:Lig an 8 in. (200 m.:.) 0.d. 
cast iron casting (Brinell 230) at a cutting speed of 6 ft/Lin (1.8 m/Min) 
1.-Ith a high speed stool cutting tool_ 
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Rotational 	6 x 12 	3 rcv/cain. 

Speed 	 8 x 

From the above calculations it ap-,-)e.rud that a continuously variable 
snood frau 0 - 15000 rev/min was required. A calculation based on mean work 
diameter of a _mild steel workrdec_. using carbide cutting tools resulted in 
a spindle speed as follows: 

Rotational 	= 400 x 12 
	400 rev/min. 

Speed 

A frequency distribution diagram wou d result in the form shoert in 
Fig D3/2/2. Therefore, sumluarising, a continuously variable speed range of 
0 -3000 rev-Ain would enter for most combinations of work and tool material. 

ork Loading_ 

The requirunt was for an attachment 'which would load and unload the 
nachinc automatically and would perform the operation as quickly as passible. 
Thu attaclailent should be operated by one car:dmnd from the tape input and then 
continue by means of an internal actuation systa.a. This could be in the form 
of a ca,-:, rotating drum with stes, or a rotary hydraulic valve. The attach-
ment should be as cc pact and versatile as possible accepting v!orkri-ccs up to 
in. (200 m.m.) long and a A In. (100 man) diameter to give the machine good 

job capacity.. 

Since the headstock already had a controll-d movement, the work- loading 
attachment should be stationary, hence requiring the chuck to :-love up to 
accemt the workpiece. 

D3.3 Survey. 

Headstock Drive. 

It was considered that change-speed gearbox and cone ullcy drives would 
not be adoeu-tte and it was therefore pro7osed to investigate drives eliminating 
the disadvantages of tnesc typos. In addition followiag Configurtion Conlarittc:c 
Report mtV1/9 racer:aliending a ,-loving headstock, a comp2ct headstock which did 
net involve direct mohnnical link tith the driving motor was required. These 
requirumonts could be met by hydraulic motors. 

Hydraulic po1/4.er in the lauration of rchine tools offers continuously 
variable speed, and considerable power. A difficulty arises in obtaining a 
chuck capable cf holding work with sufficient grip to 	able to take 
advantage of the pcx..-er which is available. Disadvantages a:poar with 
hydraulic motors in tat as the efficiency is the combined ono of a purar, and 
motor it is generally loss than a mechanical drive, and if the hydraulic 
motor is expected to give full powpr over a wide steed range it lany becoz,e 
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very heavy and costly. Further, oil -viscosity varies uith teoperature and may 
cause fluctuations in speed, although ce:.-Ipensating devices can be introduced 
to deal vith this Treble: a. Rapid and shockless reversing is possible and 
relief v: Ives provide a safety factor. Changes in spindle sneed can be 
effected either manually orb numerical tape control and the superiority of 
the drive is enhaaced by the fact that speed veriation can be made -while 
cutting. Thus -while using camented-cnrbide tools a cut could be started at 
a speed which would not damage the tool, and then -with the tool in full cut 
the speed could be sot to a maxim m. 

An alternative to a hydraulic drive was an electro-magnetic induction 
coupling such as the TASC (Torque and Speed Control) unit. This could be 
used to provide the lathe requirement for falling torque-constant horsepower 
as speed rises. I MSC torque system allows manual control of the torque 
frau the TASC unit outnut shaft. The speed will rise until the torque 
demanded by the load rises to that sot manually on by the tape. The rated out-
put torque is typically quoted in the range 0-2500 riza, and higher speeds 
would involve using a gearbox. 

Spindle Dear-.  

In the design of -.machine tool spindles, the requirements for high 
stiffness, smoothness of sliding and theua1 distortion conflict with each 
other. 

Deformation of the spindle contributes tylically about two-thirds of 
the flexibility at the chuck even with the best layout. The stiffness of 
the chuck is related to the fourth power of the diameter of the spindle 
bete-eon the bearings and it is therefore important to select a spindle 
dir:coter Which strikes the right balance between the requirements for high 
stiffness and the avoidance of thermal distortion. The diameter of the 
spindle is usually limited by the diameter of the bearings which nust be kept 
within certain limits to avoid high temperatures. 

The choice of bearings for the spindle lies between:- 

(1) rolling element 	 (2) hydrostatic 

rolling clement bearings are readily available and offer relative cheapness 
but are limited in performance in comparison with hydrostatic bearings. 

Hydrostatic bearings have very low friction properties. The use of oil 
hydrostatic bearings is growing rapidly. In those bearings a finite thickness 
of oil exists round the journal at all times even ;:hen the spindle is not 
rotating. -Crider speed ranges are attainable with these bearings than with 
rolling element bearings within liven temperature 	Air hydrostatic 
(aerostatic) bear5mgs run very cool compared with oil hydrostatic bearings 
but arc generally used for light loads and very high speeds up to 10,c0C -
20,000 rev/min. An advantage of aerostatic bearings is that the working 
fluid is clear and it need not be recirculated, so that the problem of 
excluding abrasive dust is much sirreler. They are not suitable, ho.:ever, 
for general use in larger bearings. 



In the choice of bearings for the sl.indle, hydrostatic were preferred to 
rolling clement for thuir gre-Ael.  perforLance, and oil hydrostatic bearings 
appeared morn practicable than aerostatic buarings in this arplication. 

The iachinc Tool Industries Research Association 	 have 
produced non-dimensional gra]hs in order to simplify the calculations for 
the optiom spacing of bearings for Anchine tool spindles. Analysis shows 
that it is very difficult to improve by more than '0 upon the stiffness of 
an optimum two-bearing system by the addition of a third bearing. The spindle 
arrang-ement -would therefore be a tvio-bearing system and it was envisaged 
providing a motor whose bearings were integral with the main spindle bearings 
of the machine. 

Tyr :.s of Chucks. 

The vast majority of po= operated chucks in use arc olDerated by a direct 
mechanical methoa, but with the"neater (lowlands of nuLkerically controlled 
machines the operation of more rucuntly developed poor chucks can be classified 
into three basic tyres: 

(1) pneamtic. 	(2) hydraulic 	(3) electric 

Of these three the most colon are pneumatic and hydraulic, or: to 
the greater use nowadays of imeumatics and hydraulics for general Dower on 
machine tools. Assuming both sources of pauer are available an the machine, 
the decision to use pneumatic or hydraulic operation normally depends on a 
ca.Opination of several factors. Prom the cost viewpoint, -rineui:latic operation 
c.pears. to be cheaper than hydraulic operation with chucks under 1.e-; in. (400 mm) 
in diameter. 

The most ; olilar arrangement consists of a cylinder mounted on the tail 
of the lathe sfindle and rotating with it, pnammtic or hydraulic power being 
suliud to the cylinder fron a distributor. Cylinders for pneumatic 
operation are usually made of aluminium to reduce the moment of inertia, while 
those for hydraulic oeeration arc generally rade of steel to cater for the 
higher pressures involved. Normnlly the cylinder piston is connec-t,ed to the 
chuck by an operating drabar. 

Pneumatic or hydraulic operation can also be provided by a "front-end 
chuck", which. incorcorates a cylinder built into the back of the chuck. This 
arrangement has the advantage of a sim,_ler installation without the need for a 
draw-bar, but increases overhang and loads on the front si-indle bearing. The 
most co, lonly em loyd method of su:fplying .00wor with this arrangement is to 
use an annular ring either on the rear face of the chuck or on its periphery. 

Electrical operation usually consists of a reversible electrical motor 
which drives, through. a reduction rearuo and a :preset friction clutch, a nut 
which orurates a draw-bar. The Iziotor r,nd reduction ,,oar are mounted ai and 
rotate with the spindle, power being brought to the motor by retinas of conven-
tional slip rings. 



The mode of operation of power chucks is either by a system of levers 
or by wedge action to close the jaws concentrically. 

Lover-type chucks -.revue the best couvromise bet,-2-oen a hi i mechanical 
advantage to provide a good Frippin. force, and adequate jaw Hovement to 
accommodate tolerances on the gripping, face of the component. Chucks 
o--;erating, on this -f.rinciple can be provided with different mechanical 
advantages, depending on the proportions of the lever. 

The 1,-edge-type of chuck is muon si.ITI:aor than the lever-t3To as there are 
fewer reeving parts, but has a slightly lower efficiency and a mechanical 
advantage somewhere in the Piddle of the I_.ver-typo chuck range. However, 
its loss of efficiency is more than balanced by the increased riaL;gedn,:ss 
inherent in its construction, allo,..ing 	dra..-r-bar pulls to be utilised, 

with a consequent increase 	— 

To :_btain high sneeds it is essential to rainirise the .,..=ent of inertia 
of the cora:Luc-be chuck thereby reducing the power required to accelerate and 
decelerate the spindle and woric:iece, and to minimise the effect of centrifugal 
forces on the jaws, to ovorci 	consequent loss of gripping power. Composite 
chucks, in which the stiffness of the body is provided by light,Tei2;ht alumin-
ium and only the load-bearing jaw-ways are in steel, ,:eot these resuirelTients. 
L'ith these lightweight high speed chucks which generally have wedge action, 
per:.-or recparements and loae_in!T on brakes, clutches and trrtnst---ission are decreased. 

Arart from the mechanical properties and dimensions of the components 
concerned there wore obviously I.-.any factors which affected the choice of the 
correct chuck, so th.t it 'veer= difficult to specify a particular type from 
the wide range of po7:er-opv.-xatod chucks available, as being most suitable for 
our needs,. It 	felt that expert DA-vice was essential and therefore the 
choice was made follcrk7in, a visit and consultation 	Pratt and Co. Ltd., 
of Halifax, who are specialist chuck _Aanufacturers. 

1:Tork 

the study of group technoloay for cartponents has cased the classifi-
cation of work pieces. The use of a row of digits to relate to the overall 
dfuaaisions and. machitriuL;sequence means, that for a machine such as the one 
being considered, a standard range of blanks can be used. This eases the 
-problem of work loading since a standard range of clay.rs can be used and. 
matched to the batches to be i: roduced. 

The automatic work loading of the m..'lchinc bei ngr designed in this project 
was considered to be desirable by the group board, but the work-loading 
attachment should be included eS an accessory and net as an integral part of 
the machine. 

The economies of work loading fall into several ctegeries. For small 
components automatic work loading rill speed up production by reducing idle 
time as compared with Lriztually fed_ machines. 
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For a co-ordinated production line where one part is passed successively 
from machine to machine, all machines have to be timed to run to the sal-:,0 
time cycle as the slo:ost yachine. Thus by using work loading to snood up 
the slowest machine the production rate could be increased. 

On a hydraulically operated machine the work loading device can be oncratud 
froze tne main circuit as it will only be used -,:hen the rest of the machine is 
at rest. This eliminates the need for a separate power supply to drive the 
work loading equipment. HoJaver, although the work loading is of a sequential 
operation type and is hence self contained, an initiating control from the main 
control system would be required to start the sequence. 

Design Solution. 

Headstock Assembly. 

The survey into headstock drives revealed that a hydraulic motor meeting 
the design requirements almost exactly had been developed by the National 
Engineering Laboratory (N.E.L.) for amlication to machine tool drives. 
This motor was of tho axial piston variable displacoaent type. Speed control 
"Vas achieved by varying the swash plate angle and in conjunction with a 
variable displacement pump a speed capability up to 2000 re-v/min. was 
available. The headstock motor was based al this design, Ref. headstock 
Assembly Drawing o. D3/4/3, and by sealing techniques it was considered 
that this smaller motor would be capable of operation up to 3000 rev/min to 
meet the project specification. The motor shaft has been extended to form 
the =chino spindle and is sup:oorted by two oil hydrostatic journal bearings. 
The front bearing is of double conical design and 1-.71_11 take both radial and 
axial loads, while the rear bearing is of narallel design and 1.d..11 resist 
radial loads aaly. The conical bearing consists of two rows of six equally 
spaced pads of recessed design set at 30 to the spindle axis, and tile 
parallel bearing consists of one row of six equally saced recessed pads. 
A six pad configuration was selected since with a sfmller nureber the load 
capacity of the bearing would have been dependent to sale extent on the 
direction of load. application. Calculations were carried out to evaluate the 
design parameters of the spindle boari..s, Ref. D3.5 Appendix. 

A hydraulic motor of the piston type has the ability to act as a very 
effective brake and can stop a machine spii.lale from high speed almost 
instantaneously. Therefore the braking of the spindle and chuck is carried 
out by the hydraulic motor and the function of the disc brake is to hold the 
srAndle rigid against the cutting tongue applied by an end mill or drill. 

information given by N.Ji.L., no temperature problems are 
envisaged :ith the headstock since a similar headstock motor running for an 
8 hour period at 	experienced only an external 5)

r
C rise above on 

temperatur:of 28'0. It as therefore apparent that on efficient air 
cooler, Rof. Control Systems Final Loport, would keep the headstock at a 
reasonable temperature. 



Thu headstock motor casing has been designed to incorporate the hydro-
static slidu::ays. So that it will be sufficiently rigid this casting will be 
cast from Grade 17 Cast Iron . Calculations for the hydrostatic slidczay 
bearins have boon ovaluatad ftr a three pad configuration to give good 
resistance to tilt by opposing ,Acvnent forces, Ref. D3.5 Appendix. Provision 
on the casing has been .::ado for scouring the actuation cylinders which move 
the headstock, the linear measuring system and the digital rams which control 
the motor speed. 

Fixed to the roar of the not or casing by a flange and bolts is a 
casting also cast from Grade 17 Cast Iron housing the rotary encoder, Ref. 
Centrol System Final Ronort, and the disc brake, Ref. DrawingNo. D3/4/4. 
This casing incorooratos an outrigger roller bearing housing, the function 
of the bearing being to prevent 'whie' in the spindle caused by the overhang 
from the headstock motor bearings. A removable cover in the casing gives easy 
access to the rotary encoder for assembly and inspection purposes and to the 
disc brake for maintenance. In adr9ition the cover provides a sealed exit for 
the oil supply lines from the motor and the disc brake, and the air supply 
lines from the encoder. 

The chucking requirements were met by an 8 in. (200 m.1.1.) dia. throe.-
jaw high-sped newer chuck, Ref. DrawingNo. D3/L/5, manufactured by F. Pratt 
Co. Ltd.,(Halifax). This is a lighttaaight cortipositt.--. chuck haling an 

aluminium body fitted 	steel jaw-rays carrying hard tot jaws. The 
grip")ing operation is by wedge action effected by a draw bar having a stroke 
of 0.937 in. (23.8 n.m.) and a maxizuza pull of 6000 lbf (2721 kg) provided by 
a 4 in (100 m.h) bore rotating hydraulic cylinder mounted on the rear end of 
th, spindle Oil is sulied to the cylinder by means of a two way rotating 
hydraulic distributor, Rof. Drawing :Jo. D3/4/6. A maximum static grip per 
jaw of 3680 lbf (1670 k.g.) is available at 6000 lbf (2721)kg draw bar 
The arrangement operates up to a iiaxinura recaTlacnded speed of 3100 rev/min. 
;.ith a consequent 15 - 20/0 loss of maximum static grip. 

Work Loading Mechanise::, 

The work-loading mechanism, Ref Drawing No. D3/4/7, will be offered as 
an accessory to the machine. It consists essentially of the following three 
units:- 

) Loading drum 

2) Transfer channel 

3).r, ^ -116.J_ or arm_ 

The loading druii, Ref. Drawing No. D3/4/8, hf's been designed to bo 
coily.•.ct and capable of accepting any diameter or length of iorkpioce within 
the specification 	the machine. It is a simple sequential unit, operated 
pneumatically from the main air line, advancing the drum through a ratchet 
and pay. tl mechanis:i. It will be constructed from welded steel plate to mini-
inise cost. The unit acc...ormodatos 20 components, but can be lengthened by 
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approximately i4  in (100 ra:.„) for c-,ch addition:a t“o owponents. A. capacity 
of 20 components -:.as chosen so that the unit could be free standing vertically 
alongside the machine. In addition th, type of work for which the machine is 
designed will have a fairly long floor to floor time and consequently the 
work loading dran should only have to be refilled once every hour on average. 
Provision is made for reloading through the oTen side of the drum before it 
is completely empty. :Maintenance will be limited to routine greasing of the 
bearings and pivot pins. 

The transfer channel has a simple, vee-ccnfiguration accepting billets 
1 - 1+  in (25 - 100 m.) diameter. It is attached to the loading drum and 
transports tho canj)onents tc the transfer an:. 

The transfer arm, Ref. Drawing No. D3/4/9, consists of a transfer ram, 
adjustable transfer channel, and incorporates en overload device in the head. 
The transfer ram is a pneumatic type having a stroke of 15 in. (380 mm). 
This will be attached to the machine and will offer the workpiece up to the 
chuck through an aperture in the machine side. The transfer channel is 
provided with adjustment so that each time the batch is changed the unit can 
be quickly readjusted. A retractable stop comnonsates for changes in work-
piece length, whilst there is an adjustaent vertically to allow different 
werkpieco diameters to be positioned exactly on the chuck centre-line with 
the transfer ram extended. The overload device in the head provides a means of 
switching off the headstock motion when the component has boon properly 
located in the chuck. It is a sioplc compression spring typo unit with a. 
pneumatic transducer giving the cut-off point. 
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D3.5, Apendix - Headstock Des] Cracul-tions. 

Nomenclature. 

AcV 	= Load capaciti of headstock conical bearing in an axial plane 
lbf (k.N) 

effective area of hydrostatic pads inch2  ( r_ a.
2) 

pad oil esca:20 pericter length inch (mm) 

di=oter of ca7illary or restrict or inch (mm) 

'force exerted by disc brake piston lbf (k.N.) 

actual gap between pad and face inch ( r0 

h 	equivalent gap boteen pad and face at Ythich 
R = r 	inch 	r0 

1 	= 	length of ca Hillary or restrictor 	inch (r_ a) 

1I 	
= Fad land Iridth 
	

inches ( c.m) 

Ld 	= Radial load on Headstock c:,nical b-aring lbf (kN) 

LIDW-  . Radial load on Headstock parallel bearing lbf (kN) 

Pc 	= Cell Pressure 	lb/inch 2  (L.N/n2) 

- zs 	Su-pply Prossurc lb/inch2 	(i.i.N/P12) 

Oil flow 
	inches3/s (mr2/s) 

Oil flow from Headstock Journal Bearings inchos3/s (mm3/s) 

resistance to oil flm, of pi-a_ lands lbs/inch' (NeS/Lffe) 

resistance to oil flow of ca 	orrn_:strictor 
lb s/inch)  (N.SA712) 

= 	Load capacity of headstock conical bearing in a radial iclane 
lbf (k.N) 

PI 	= Cell Radius 	inch (;..m) 

Re 	= Pad outside radius inch (7.211) 

RpW 	= Load cay,:acity of headstock parallel boring in radial plane 
lbf (k.N) 

R 

r 



Radial Resultant cutting forco lbf (k eN) 

Stiffness of Pa.: or Bearing lb/inch (N/IA40 

Thrust from Pad or Bearing lbf (k.N) 

Ifiximum load which can be api_lied to headstock journal bearings 
lbf (k.N) 

/. viscosity of hydrostatic begs oil royns lbs/inch2  
(N.s/i ) 

coefficient of friction between disc brake pad and disc 
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apirestatic Sriadle Journal B °aria. s . 

Oil is supplied to the Le rings at 1000 lban2(u 
.9 1,21/

/.
.0
1
2) 

C onsider each bearing 	as 6 circuler pads of roc° s sod design equally 
apaced around. a circumference Each pad. is separa 	fr xi the next by recess 
in lino with the bearing axis Ref. Fig D3/5/10. These recesses have been 
found to increase the stif s s of the beari,Ig 

C onsider a Single P.1-.(1 : - 

Let h 	= 0.000G in 	i 5 . 2 $:1-11) 
° . : h 	= 0.0003 in 	7 . 6 i!r-170 

Let Re 	= O. 9 in 	(22.8 flu-1) 
and Ri = 0.6 in (15.2 riLl) 

then ..O = 	
(R02 _ Ri2)  

2 J • Ro/Ri 

Ac = 	  
(c.,2 0,62)  

2 51t • 1.5 

N  Ac 	1.74 in2  (1120 rt2
2
) 

Stiffness of one Lad: 

= o 	0.0003 inches ( 7.8t7r) for best o7.err.ting gap 

3 Ae Ps (2/1103) 

(1 	
h3/1103  ) 2 

12: 1 . x 1000  x  
x 3 

S 	= 	4 . 35 x l 06  lb/in( 0.77 11 sa)  

The rin)tia .11;11 stiffness of a -di-•,r,d. ocr_-:urs then ho
3 = 2h3 

• • 	h for rrairavd. st if fiv.ss = 0 .000238 inch s (6.0 	za) 

6 
S, - 	5 x -10 lb/in. G. 805 Ni ma) 
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Maximum Stiffness of Double Conical Bearing in Radial Plane: 

0  The conical bearing consists of 2 ro7:s of 6 equally spaced pads set at 
30 to the spindle axis. 

By taking coopcuents in plane of load Ref. Fig D3/5/10 

Radial (S + S6) = 2 x 2 x 4.35 x 106  x Cos 30 deg. 

Radial (S4 + 6
3 

+ S2 + S5) = 4 x 2 x 4.35 x 10
6 x Cos 30 deg x Sin 30 deg. 

Maxi u1 Radial Stiffness = Sum of Radial Stiffness Components 

= X0.2 x 10-1b/in (5.35 NATIm.) 

Maximum Stiffness of Double Coliical Bearing in Axial Plane; 

12 Pads will contribute to Axial Stiffness in either direction. 

11J.nximum Axial Stiffness = 12 x 4.35 x 106 x Sin 30 Deg. 

26 x 106lb/ 	1111m) 

.0 axis 	Stiffness ofParallel Buarin3 in Radial Plane: 

The parallel bearing consists of 1 row of 6 equally spaced pads. 

M'ocilnum Radial Stiffness 	2 (Si  + S2  Sin 30 deg. + S4Sin 30 deg.) 

17.4 x 1061b/ in.  (3.0 N/h,a.) 

Liaxiuum Load Capacity of Hydrostatic Spindle Bearings: 

The z-axi:zun load peruissible rill be that load (s) .hick occurs just 
before metal to metal eo,itant in the bearing. Ref. PIG D3/5/10. 

T = 	Ac Ps 

T.
)+(T

6 -T2)Cos 60 dog. + (T,L  - T3) Cos 60 deg. 

if = Ao Ps 	 - 	1  	+ 2 Cos 60 deg.X 

(1 +(ho - x )3 	1 +(hc - 13  
k. 	k ho 	 ( ho 
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X 	I  

( ho 	 ho ) 

At point of metal to 	ccatact in hearirr? ho = x 

= Ac Ps(1.54•9)  

.1,/ilaximura Load_ Capacity of Conical Bearing in Radial Plane: 

Rc 

Rc 

Rc= 
IMAX.   

= 

= 

Cos 30 deg. Ac Ps(1 .549) x 2 

Cos 30 dog. x 1 .74 x 1000 x 

4,660 	lbf (20,7 kN) 

since t7o rows of conic.-1 
bearings. 

x 2 

Maximum Load capacity of Conical Bearing in Axial Plane: 

Cos 60 deg. Ac Ps (1.5h-9) 

Ac v r. 1 ,350 lbf (6.0 k.li) 

nixd.-iura Load Capa.:ity of Parallel Bearing in Radial 

Rp 1" 	w Ao Ps(1 .54-9) 

Rp 	„ = 2,700 lbf (12.0 k.N) 

1f.,-2ciraam Load. to Ilhich Headstock Spindle Bearings will be submitted. : 
Ref. FIG. D3/5/11 

Calculations are carried out neglecting any load carrying capacity of the 
outrigger bearing .vhich is present only to -,--n.:vent ;:hi.. in the spindle. 

Turning forces are considered in the calculations as they are much larger 
than the milling or drilling forces. 

Th.. 30 deg slo-r.c of the machine bed is not taken into account because the 
resulting weight component of the, headstock  vd11 oppose the axial cutting force 

For cfv:-..lurLtion the turning cutting forces hr-vo ben split into an recial 
force of 200 lbf (0.89 icN) and_ a f °roe Rr 	7C7 lbf (3.14 'Z.) which combines 
the t.-uaL,-ential ana radial cutting 'forces 	section D2. 



For tho worst condition the assumption is merle that these forces are 
acting at the end of an 8 in (203 ram} length trorkpieco of 4 in. (101 mm) 
diameter. The tailstock centre is taken not to be in use to support any of 
the load. 

The wtight of the ulits comprising the headstock ums estimated and 
includes oil anc".. weight of spindle for that portion of its length.  

Radial Reactions at the Parallel and Conical Spindle Bearings: 

(500 x 26)-1-(3 x12)-1-(20 x6)+(11 x 4.5)  -(14 x 20) -(22 x 25)-(200 x5) = 10Lc 

Lc 	= 1,182 lbf (5.25 kN) 

Lair = 1,004 lbf  

Consider force ER  acting on spindle bearings:- 

707 x 26 = 10 Ltillr 

:. 	= 1 838 lbf (8.18 w) 

Dar = 1,131 lbf (5.03 kU) 

Axial Reactions at the Conical Sindle Bering: 

The maxi:al.." axial force duo to cutting will be 200 lbf (0.89 kN) 11.f. 
Section D2. However if the tailstock centre is in use it could apply a force 
of 400 ibf (1.78 kN) Ea. Appendix D4. :'lon giving maximum suprort to a 
ork:iece. Therefore the maximum total axial force uns considered to be: 

600 lbf (2.67 kN) 

TLBLL, I. 

Comparison of il.aximum force which can be apdied under the worst 
conditions and the lnod capacity cf the headstock spindle bearings. 

Load Capacity of Bearing 	L. ximuin load applied 
lbf 	(k.N) 	 lbf (k.N) 

Double Co.-Lical Bearing 
in radial plane 	 4,660 (20.7) 

Double Conical hearing 
L.xial Plane 	 1,350 	(6.0) 

Parallel Bearing in 
Radial Plane 	 2,700 	(12.0) 

1,838 (3.18) 

600 (2.67) 

1,13i (5.03) 



Face A must oppose 
Face B 	!/ 

Facc: E 
	

If 
	

Ti 

a fore, 

it 

ef 124 Jbf (167 NO 
:I 	I/ 	 FT 

.1  2%1 lbf (335 N.ra) 
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oach case the bearings have an =orating safety factor of at least 2. 
/ 

This will allow for / drop in t_Le 1000 lb/inch'  kb.9 2121D ) oil supply due 
to say a partially blocked filter. Llso it 	.rotect the bearings against 
overload conditions or Disuse. 

LIE2statio Slideway BeELFIE:- 

Ich bearing frcc has hydrostatic pads as sham in FIG D3/5/12 

1,amilamn Loads to which Headstock Slideu:T Be .r_Lngs 	be subjected:- 

The cutting tongue will be opfosed at faces 
	B and y. Taking minimum 

rev/min. when cutting as 100 

	

Tex Torque = 	x 33,000 
211 1,7 

min 

= 5 x 33,000 

21r x 100 

	

= 	262 lbf. ft (355 ii.m) 

New faces f, E and L are at a mean radius of 6.5 inches (16.5 cm) So, 

Consider force 	vinch caused maximum reactions in headstock spindle 
bearings, 

Lc"., = 1,838 lbf (8.18 k.N) 
LpW = 1,131 lbf (5.03 k.N) 

No: Lel! and LF"T act in orposite directions therefore the worst condition 
is taken and it is assuLded that the headstock tips about the vdddlo pad. It 
Las therefore assum,d that the middle p-A does not contribute to either the 
stiffness or load capacity of the slidoi.x-y bearings. Calculations were then 
referred to the centres of the two end pads. 

slide way bearings 	be, Lei, and L 
be : 

cutting torque of 124 1bf(167 N110 at face A 
;1 	 II 	II 	0 	 :1 	 It 

	
1$ 

I! 	
a  247 ibf(335 Nm) 

TI 
	

C 
ry 
	

' D 

Laxiiiijm loads en 
These loads Y.7111 

+ loading due to 

;1 
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Maximum. possible loading Lc. till be op7osed by faces ,B ^nd D. 

Faces A and B it oppose 	8 Loll + 247 
13 

= 	1 , 379 lbf (6 .1 2 1dT) 

FL.co D rill oppose 	 21+7 
13 

= 459 lbf (2.04 kN) 

Consider load Lp':10  this trill b e opposed by face C rxh,  

Face C opposes 8 	Lpld - 224_7 
13 

= 	453 lbf ( 2 . 03 161") 

	

Face E opy,o se s 	 214_7 
13 

678 lbf (3.01 I) 

L-_ximuza loaci capacity of headstock. slidewrly bearings : 

The naximum load permissible will be that load vzhich occurs just 
bcfc•re metal to metal contact as for the hydrostatic spindle bearings. 

oil su-2,_ , _J 1 000 lb/ in
2 
 k .9 MT/ni.

2
) 

ho 	= 	0.0005 in (12.7 p. .m) 

ianimum gap possiblesibl at centre of end pads Ref. FIG D3/5/13 

hi 	0.001 x  2.7 

12 

0.00019 in (5.0 tr- 

112 = 0.001 x  

= 	0 .00081 	( 20 .3 
1)

Ae. f car faces n,B, D 

2) =  3.6551/.1.
2 
 (2,360 mm 

12 
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Ao for f-,ce 0 

6.2 in.2  (4,000 mm2) 

For faces A,B,D and E (T1  - T2) = 3,360 - 415 

. 2 945 lbf (1  3.1 kN) 

For fnce 0 (T1  - T2) = 5,770 - 710 

5,060 lbf (22.5 k.N) 

Taking force components in tho plane of mamaliza loading vyill dotormino 
if tho slideway bearings have sufficient capacity. 

Maximum load which can be carried by f7eos A and B 

= sin 75 deg (TA) + Sin 45 dog (TB) 

= sin 75 dog (2945) Sin 45 dcg(2945) 

5.115 lbf (22.7 kN) 

Aaximum load which can be carried by face D 

Sin 75 dug (TD) 

2,845 lbf (12.6 kN) 

_.1:imulllload which can be carried by face C 

= Sin 75 dog (TO 

= 11_,900 lbf (21.8 kN) 

Maximum load Which can be caryied by face E 

Sin 75 dos (TE) 

= 2,845 lbf (12.6 1&) 
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Comparison 'ef the maximum load which can be applied under the -,:orst 
conditions and the load capacity of the headstock slide ay bearings considered 
in the plane of maximum 

Face A) 
Face B) 
Face C 
Face D 
Facc E 

Load Capacity of Bearing 
lbf (k.N) 

5;15 	(22.7) 

4,900 	(21.8) 
2,k5 	(12.6) 
2,845 	(12.6) 

Laxiz:um load applied 
lbf 	(k.N) 

	

1,379 	(6.12) 

	

453 	(2.03 

	

459 	2.04 

	

678 	(3.01 

It can be soon that the minimum oporatinr safety factor is 4. 

Laximurn Stiffness of the Headstock Slidoways Hydrostatic Bearings in the 
piano of maxi, um loading: 

Stiffness of the bearing frees A B D and E 

5 x 10°  lb/in (0.885 N/ n..) at 
0.0005 in 02.7rm) 

Lamtinam stiffness occurs when ho3 = 2h3 

i.o. at a gap of 0.000397 inches (9.0pm) 

Mika = 5.6 x 10
6 
 lb/inch  (0.99 N/47-11) 

Stiffness of bearing face C 

8 = 7.0 x 10
6  lb/inch (1.24 Ninm) at 

h = 0.0005 inches (12.7r) 

6 
SMAX = 7.9 x 10 1o/inch (1.40 N1/21-11) 

Maximum Stiffnoss of headstock slidetiay bearings. 

= Sum of component stiffnossos. 

Bin 75 dog SA  + Sin 45 deg apt  + Sin 75 deg SD  Sin 75 deg 
S0  + Sin 75 icg Sr  

= Sin 75 a3(5.0 + 5.0 7.0 + 5.0)+Sin 45 deg (5.0) x 10
6  

= 25.7 x106 lb/in (4-.55 N/i) 
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Therefore the lends to which the headstock slideway hydrostatic bearings 
will be subjected are -well within their capabilities and a high degree of 
stiffness is maintained. The sae sittrAion applies to the cross-slide and 
tailstock hydrostatic bearings 7:hich are of siudlar design. 

Size of Capillary or Lostrictor for Headstock Spindle Bearings: 

laximum stiffness is achieved when R = r 

Pc = Ps/2 

no r = PcA = 124-1  
D4 

Q = Po h 3 
	(1) 

Grit:rim Ro/a  

Consider one is '.d and assume 1 = I" (2.54 cm) 
4r 	 

.. n  = .y128 I h3 — 

6 x 0.40547 

= 0.0082 inches (0.208 mm) 

If a standard ea, illary of 0.010 inches (0.254 mm) diameter is chosen then 
the length of the oaillary = 7.0 inches (176 rim) since 1 varies as D'. It is 
not possible to fit a capillary 7.0 inches (176 cm) long into the bearings unless 
it is coiled. In practise a capillary of say 0,008" (0.203 nru) could be 
employed and the length adjusted to obtain the correct resistance and 
accomodate errersin diameter. Alternatively a larger diameter coiled oazillary 
could be fitted which would be lass susceptible to blockage. 

Flow of oil fray one pad in headstock slindle bearings: 

Ref equation (1) 	Q = 500  x'-ifx 0.0003'  

6 x 38 x 10-°x 0.21-0547 

= 4_60 x 10--  ins3/s (7.5 mm3/s) 

Fran the 18 pads which make up the headstock spindle bearings the flow of 
oil ulil be 

= 463 x 1o
-6 x 18 

QH  = 8.3 x 10-3  ins3/s (136 mm3/s) 



Flour of oil from Hydrostatic Slideway Bearincs: 

Consider one 2-41 

= Pc, b. h3  

121 f.. 1 
 

500 x 0.000 3p x 7.5  
12 x 38 x 106x o.375 

Q = 2,75 x 10-3  in 3/6. (45 mm3/s) 

From the headstock hydrostatic slideu7.y bearings which consist of 15 pads 

Q = 41.2 x 10-3in 3/s  (675 mm3/s) 

Por all the hydrostatic slidaway bearings en the =chine 

= 0.125 inch,s3/s (2,050 mm.3/s) 

and for all hydrostatic bearings an the mahlae both journal and slidoway 

= 0.133 in 3/6  (490 mm3/6) 	at 

/ 	, 1000 lb/inch2
(6.9 	/in2  ) oil supply 

Size of Capillary for Slider/ay Pads: 

D = 112  128p1  

%; Pc Tr 

Consider capillary to be 1 inch (2.54 cM)long. 

D = 	2.75 x 10-3  x 128 x 10-6  x 38 
500 Tr 

D = 0.0_6 inches ( 0.244 mm) 

If n. standard 0.010 inches (0.254 mm) dif,meter capillary is used then 1 
becomes 1.175 inch,s ( 44.5 mm). 

Disc Brake, 

Thu function of the disc brake is to hold the sfindlc rigid against the,  
torque applied by an and 1J111 or drill. The and mill or drill is driven 
through a 1:1 71anetn_ry ge.nx by a gear pump motor situated an the cross-slide 
of 3 BP (2.20 kVT) rating with a minimum speed of 500 rev/rain. 
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For friction 	1)-  vr.,ries between 0.30 and 0.45 and is unaffected 
up t o 400 dog C . 

Maximum Torque that can be applied to the spindle by eras-slide guar motor:-

Torque = BP x 33 000 

211:.1\TMIIT 

3 x 33,000  

211' x 500 

31.5  lbf.ft (42.7 N.m) 

Disc brake operating pressure is 1,000 lbf/inch2(5.9 	) 

DiscBrake acts at a radius of 	inches (6i 'rim) 

Diamoter of disc brake operating cylinder is 1.25 inches (38 mm) 

lissume tro at loY:'ost value of 0.3 

1:.v.ximum drag at 11=n radius = 2.F.bro 

:.:roc.Laum torque vihich can be resisted by disc brake 

= 1,000 xi x 1.252  x 0.3 x 2.11  
i_ x 12  

= 	147 lbf . ft (200  

Hence the disc brake is adequate for this application with an operating 
factor (147/31.5)of  over 4. The high operating factor wall provide rigidity 
against fluctuating loads as the number of teeth cutting varies and also 
rrevent torsi,..nal vibrations. 
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FiTORT el? THL. 	 STE-0C1'.: 

Prel=oe, by:- N.L. Bo-:-011 
boarffe 

.L.L. 1-Eorton. 

D4,i. Introductio.l. 

The dosizn of a machine frame and slido,:ays suitable for a machine 
capable of precision turning and also a limited a_:,ount of milling poses two 
problems. The first of these is that the frame would have to be a very stiff 
structure and the second is that the slideways :-:cued have to Drovide exact 
alignment and a sliding surface 1:ith a low co-on icient of friction. 

The report of the Configuration Comait'Gee put for-yard certain design 
proposals which have been considered and included where possible. 

The box-tpe structure for the movin: headstock and tailstock is a 
feature which has boon included, but in the case of the tool-post a compromise 
has been reached. Loasurement along the axis of movement has been retained for 
the tool-post but not for the headstock, and the actuation of the moving 
elements has been serarated from the 	of movement. 

Hydrostatic bearings have been used where possible to provide an almost 
frictionless movement for all sliding parts. 

A survey 1 -as carried out into the various :methods of sliduYay protection 
and the results and recommendations are included at the end of this report. 

14.2. Basic Recuiraments. 

This can be divided into two sections:-

.-achine Fra:ac. 

This is requi:7ed to bo of sufficient strength and rigidity to absorb the 
forces encountered in all tho machining ope„..ations -[..erformed on the work, and 
as a result the deflection of the ,.achine franc should be a 

It silould be sta7ole in the static cso 1,1thstanding the weight of the 
headstock, tool-post, tailstock, hydraulic actuators and all ancillary 
equipment which is mounted on the machine franc structure. 	the dynal,Lic 
case it must close the fl o5: of the of,erating forces -..hick aro e:;:erted bet-.-eon 
work-:piece and cutting tools. 

The design of the machine froz..:. should enable it to be mounted kinc- 
matical];y.  with the 	of restrciat so that it functions correctly 
without reliance on the foundations for c-.;:tra stiffness., ref. 1. 

The machine tool slide-,-..-ays should provide exact aligAilent of all 
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movin[i parts in all positions of movement under the of foot of operational 
forces. 

rho slide,. nys should satisfy the follong requirements:- 

1) Provide the movement required 	the minimum of friction and the 
maximum stiffness. 

2) Provide a means of compensating for wear. 

3) Allow ease of assembly and economy in manufacture. 

4.) Be free from restraint. 

5) Prevent chip accumulation and provide for easy removal cf chips. 

3 Survez-. 

The previous -u-ork done by.  the Configuration Committee in preparing a 
line diagram of the machine resulted in a layout in which the moving parts 
~:are housed in a box-type structure. 

This arrangement is considered to be vary sound in that it forms the 
basis for a clo.;ed loo: structure Ithich should result in an extremely stiff 
frone. This 	therefore result in a 'T' shag-d frame, the headstock and 
tailstoch moving; in one 1,g of the 'I" and the tool-post moving in the other, 
and at right angles to it. This 17111 enable the machin, to be mounted 
kinematically -Lith a sunrort under each limb cf the Pi.". 

A comparison of the stiffness of four cross-sections of equal height h 
and of equal cross-sectional area is shaun in fig. D4/3/1. 

ractical limits of the ratio 1.adth-to-height (k), i.e. k = 0.5 
to 1.5, the closed box cross section apears most favourable because, 
compared with the tubular section, the slightly leper torsional stiffness is 
more than compensated for by the increased b.-nding stiffness. In addition, 
the ratio betvmen free length and cross-sectional area is important and 
has to be given special consideration having regard to the properties of the 
material a:Tnloyed. This becomes particulary important 	for certain reasons 
the stiffness and also the strength has to be considered and 	for instance, 
a choice has to be made bet7:oen the use of cast iron or a welded stool 
fabrication fox a machine structure. (ref.1). 

In general either cast iron L:L- ..elded steel can be used. Both have 
advantages and disadvantages -%:hich must be considered for technical and 
economic reasons. 
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The proportios to 13..) considered are

1..aterial: 

1) Strength under tensile and comi:ressive loads. 

2) Stiffness 

3) Vibration characteristics (damping). 

() Lanufacture: 

i) Maintaining accurate wall thicLness in castings is difficult since 
core displacements can occur, so a generous allowance must be made. 'ith 
gelded structures this problem does not arise. 

2) Combining different wall thicknesses in a woldment is not difficult. 
In the case of a casting faults may arise, so the casting is made thicker, and 
hence heavier than need be. 

3) &'chining allowance, this is such that no trace of skin ra.2ains after 
Aachining. 

A recent article in the 'Production -,ngineer" stated that:- 

Steel is much better than cast iron. It in 	gives a structure; 
of tiee the stiffness for the sanL weight as cast iron. Da ping  properties 
of oust iron arc ..%.ry slight compared 1:ith natural damping of slides, 
jointing faces, etc., and although steel structures may be noisy, vibration 
-oroperties invariably arc better averall.(Rof.2.) 

lc) Economy: 

1) The cost of patt-rns may be prohibitive for small quantities but 
this must be balanced against the cost of welding fixtures. 

-Lroadly speaking -welded construction is more suitable for simple 
structures whilst for complicated shapes the cast design ^p;, earspreferublL. 

2) The overall weight of the machine could prove important ?,hen 
export markets arc considered which involvs transFort and Customs. The 
possibility exists, therefore, of using light  alloy castings for same parts. 

In 	of scarf on franc 

High speed turning and milling mchlhes produce large quantities of 
chips per unit tfle, the problems of chip removal and chip disposal have to 
be borne in mind slur a the design of the machine bed. The general require-
ments of slidowys have already been listed. 



A review 	 dida: ay cosign shov,s that it is based on one or 
10.01:Q of the following elunents and these can be arranged in different 
confi,ur-tions. 

1) The Vice 

2) Tho flat 

3) The dovet..:_il 

4) The cylinder 

A drawing of those issa 1  own in fig D4/3/2. 

iffy configuration must satisfy kinematic design (Ref. 3), that is a body 
in free space has six degrees of freedom, three axes for displacement culd 
three axes for rotation. 

To locate the body in one axis five constraints must be ayolied, that is 
three rotational and two axial. 

D4. .  Design  Solution. 

The solution to the design of the frame depends to a large extent uron 
the arrangement of the vcirious machine elements within the fraLte. 

One of the features that it vas considered should be incarorated in the 
machine is the"prineiple of alignment", ,,:here the axis of measurement and the 
axis of the itorkpiccc are coincident. Therefore a design layout was prepared 
which included this feature; this is shown in fig D4/4/3.  In this the 
measuring system for the headstock movement is placed behind the headstock 
and in line with the axis of theor':. The measnriny, system for the tool-
rost is placed on the centre line of the tool-post station and at right 
anvles to the axis of the work. 

This draing also shaus the total ferw.,_rd : 	1.Licent of the headstock and 
1.ork, 	is 22 inchcs(550 m.m) in this case. This is made uT: of an 8 inch. 
(200 m.m) move,.lent for drilling, then a for.-rard movement to get the work to the 
turning Iposition, then finally as 8 inch. (200 ..i;1) LLovemant past the turning 
tool. The total movementis controlled by a hydraulic ran, and it is necessary 
to have controlled feedrate over the entire strdce. The result is a machine 
ofLrge overailLnLth and this is considered to be excessive for a machine 
.heeenrztLail,:l':,ork length is L1 inches. (200 m..). 

The design layout shown in fig. D4/4/4. represents a compromise on the 
"princiTae of alignblent", in that the measuring syste for the headstock 
movement is nlaced underneath the headstock, 17hilst it is retained in the sane 
position for the tool--post. The head'ytock movw.ent is shared by t; :o rams, one 
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giving an 8 inch (200 	coni:rolled fuedratc movement, and the other a 
14- inch. (350 ,==.m.) point to point ifove:aent. In this r: ay the measuring 
system ne..:d only cover the movalent of the 8 inch (200 	rate. The other 
rem 	be actuated ';:hen it is required to move the work to the turning 
position. This will carry the controllea feedrate roe and measuring system 
with it. This arranc,oment results in a more compact :Jachine. 

The design la;;-out shail in fig. D4/4/5 Incorporates a fixed headstock 
and the total movement of the cutting tools being obtained frau the saddle. 
In this design the saddle is actuated by two rams in the same way as the 
headstociL in the previous design, the „aoasuring system also behaves in a 
similar way. The overall size of the machine is much the same. 

Fig. 14/4/6 shcr.:s a deign -k:hich eliminates the point to point ram, this 
is achieved by moving the tool-post on a quadrant so that a displacement of 
14 inches (350 m.11.) is obtained. The ';:ork movement is Obtained by actuating 
the headstock with a ram of 8 inch (200 A.m.) controlled movement. 

The configuration in fig D4/4/7 shows a fixed headstock -ith the 
controlled ft:carat° novcmcnt beinf;  given to the tool-post. together - ith the 
quadrant movcrlentof the previous design described above. 

The design shmal in fig. WO represents a compromise over the previous 
dosi...,--ass  The headstock has an 18 inch (450 	controlled feedrate movement. 
The need for a point to point ran is eliminated by specifying that all drills 
over 3 inches (75 m.m) in length are fitted into the tails',;ock. The tailstock 
movAent is utilised to )osition drills so that the 11,,adstock movement only is 
required. 

Cf the six dcsip-ne put fon:Lira for consideration, it Was decided that the 
design shown in fig D4/4/4 offered the best solution. The reasons for 
arriving at this decision aro as follm!s. 

In consultation with Lontrol Committee it 	agreed that an 3 inch (200 m.m) 
controlled feedrate L:ovemont would simplify the fluidic control system. `also 
the use of a moving headstock and a tool-post 	a single axis movement at 
right angles to the work axis, -:as considered a superior arrangement to a 
tool-poet -ith a two axis ]Ilovoclent. ScImratien of the slid .:ay movemnto 
shoula result in a reduction 	the errors associated -with com]?ound slides. 

In this design the mounting of the measuring system for the tool- [Jost 
should enable an absolute reading to be obtained between tool-pest and machine 
frame. 

Finally in meeting all of these conditions the design still offered a 
machine 	was as comp :tint as any of the others. 

Fig. W4/9 shoos a design %-hich incor.)orates all of the above f8utures, 
but in aaditIon the rLds of the work is tilted through ELa angle of 45 , and the 
tool-post slide is tilted through 90°  into the —011 of the machine, those two 
changes result in a machine occurying a small floor space, without sacrificing 
any of the previously mentioned. fe:-turos. 
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Fig. D414/10 shows the desi,gn layout f the headstock. In this design 
the headstock is cradled between the slido uy bearings of the -achino frame. 
This arrangcmunt enables the axis of the -1.•erk to bu in line with the headstock 
supports, and as a. result any defl,:ction of th... bearings suir:orting the head-
stock is along the work axis. 

In the work cutting tool rolationshil. chosen, the turning tools have been 
positioned so that they move in a vertical direction, and as a result contact 
the underside of th v:ork, as shown on drawing No. D4A/f 9 

In this arlanwelaont an analysis was made of the cutting forces between 
turning tool and 7orkpiece, as this is considered to be the worst machining 
condition, and as a result the slid=Lys havo boon inclined at on angle of 30 
to the horizontal. This will give the malcilaim support to the headstock and 
the best reaction to the cuttlng forces. 

The headstock bearings have been so dusignud that they are kinematically 
correct, in that they provide five degrees of restraint with one degree of 
freedom. 

Hydrostatic boarinLs have been chosen for the slideways, as it is 
considered tht, these offer foaturus that are unattainable Yith conventional 
slide ways using cast-iron on cast-iron with oil film separation. High 
stiffness values together with very low values of co-efficient of friction arc 
inherent features of hydrostatic bearings, so that these are particularly 
si2itaLle for use on a nume-rically controlled machine tool. 

The runners for the headstock are east integral with the motor casing, 
and as this 2_a the moving mozler, the hydrostatic pads are machined in the: 
runners. Thu male portion of the vee is on the sliding clement and the female 
portion is on the frame, it is considered that this rdll provide the bust 
arrangement as well as being the easiest to manufacture. 

The top half of the frame supporting the headstock is split above the line 
of the hydrostatic bearings, and, therefore, is re,:lovable. This will onablu the 
bearings to be machined in ,uch half of the frreac, and then bolted together 
for final assembly. 

The slide way design for the tool-post, siioen in fig. DL /'h/1 , is similar 
to -LILA of the h-ndstock, the main difference is that the hydrostatic vac is 
inverted so as to absorb the do\mt.ard forces resulting from the cuttinLi,P action. 

The slide :.ay design for the tallstock is again similar to that of the 
headstock in this case the _lain dii:feroneu is the n-,,an butueell the bearing 
slides. Tins has boon reduced in order to cut down the size of the tailstock. 

The frame defian is sncnin in fig. D4/4/1 2 It is node up of slides: ay which 
is common to the headstock and tailstock and a slid.:fay which supports the 
tool-post. Across the contra of the machine is a slo7,ing -anel which braces 
tog,ther two vertical vane's and also assists is ducting the swarf towards the 
rear of the InachLis. 



171.5,  Slide=„ ay Protectio. 

Three categories of protective devices arc available:- 

1) Corrugted covers and bellms of rubber, leather or terylene. 

2) Telescopic steel covers. 

3) Wipers. 

Corrugpted bellows are particularly suitable for protection of ram shafts and 
leascrev:s. ,there a length in excess of 12 inches is involvL.d, supports 
should be used. These should be spaced at intervals of 9 inches to 12 inches 
over the required length. End fixings are available of the flange or collar 
type, or a caithination of both. The collar fixing generally being preferred 
bccauso it does not require end fixing holes. 

The couoressien ratios available are given in reference 4, 
tables 1 and 2. Whore bellows are protecting moving parts such as a leadscre7, 
l'OFiTu:k provide a yello.: and black design as a safety measure, so making the 
opor-tor ayarc of the concealed danger. 

In order to achieve maximum cemprosibility ratio a neoprene (FORTOX) NN20 
bellow is recoralonded for ram protection, assuming of course thc.t this material 
is suitable for the coolants and lubricants to bo used, 

Leather bellows arc available for dry applications and aluminium asbestos 
for high temperature conditions. 

Corrugated covers provide full protection for all vertical and cross alidcways 
and main boas of fast traversing machines. The material is a woven terylune 
cloth ifoprognatod with polyurethane rubber, two layers of tcrylene film, 
bonded together by a heat nutting adhesive to form a laminate. These covers 
aro claimed to bo light in vrcight, strongly resistant to abrasion, 5warf, hot 
chips, grinding dust and arc is acne to the effects of :cost machine coolants 
and.  lubricants. 

ORT6X can supply thse covers in stan_l_rd sizes or to tn.:, custa,er's 
s-becification. These covers are built sectionally so that in the event of 
local aa=xe a rain, section :lay be readily insert,A. 

This type of protective crvor is recc..:mendoa for the sliays, so 
corrplotely enclosing ',,hcm. 

The covers would be flat r:'ther than folded. Fortox recoi-aPcna a 
fabricated material of relatively low stiffness. This is in ergo= to 
eliminate the lifting of the cover from tho bed, when under calpriession due 
to its ova rigidity. FCRTO do not su,.zply the fro. the shelf but thoir 
design department facilitates for the custoors individual requirements. An 
approxilitato quotation obtained as £10 for the 17,:o sliacwvs. 



The Eccend eatozorzr, Telescopic Steel cover:: are considered unnecessary for 
this ap.:lieation. They 	ncrrially 1,- used on 1:-...rger :machines where greater 
protection is required for irmo.'2-ct en the to:,  of the sliderfays, i.e. -,..rhere 
operators arc likely to stand. or Tizak along tie olidotrays. The 	of this 
rrould. be approxi:aately L€30 P40 per slide ray.  

);',Fipers are unsuitable because. they only provide protection against 
foreign matter entering beta-con the saddle and slideway. The str:.-xf if 
pushed along the slidewa3r in front of the saddle. Wipers are now-  made friar: 
polyurethane rubber in preference to felt. The design of the wiper includes 
a stainless steel case, the 1.,: cling arl.ge of which clears the 1..-Lrgcr slyarf frc 
the slides. Some swarf may be hot, but insulation against a build-up in latent 
heat is provided, the wiper is correctly positioned by the creation of on air 
pock-et between the leading eds.° and the rubber imzert. 

Other less significant means of achieving slick:way protection being, 
armoured aprons and roller blinds. 
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aa'ORT 	TOOL -POST AND TOCI:-LOia_LiG 

Prepared by:- N.Y. rowel' 
._clsom 

Raj':-umar 

L5.1. Introduction. 

The decision t conduct a design study on a precision turning machine ith 
limited milling facilities, using numerical control, meant that this sub-
committee would h:Lve to consider the problem of locating and clamping both 
turning tools and rotational tools as cell as providing a drive for the latter. 

From the results of the Technical Survey Report, it became clear that a 
large number of tools Nfould be required for use an this mehine, and it .was 
decided that a total of eighteen tools should be catered for. These being 
divided into two groups, namely turning and rotational tools. 

with such a large number of tools and each one being selected by coinmand 
signals from the punched paper tape, it mu ant that either all tools would have 
to be contained in a multi-station turret mounted on the machine and then 
indexed into position when required, or stored in a magazine of some form and 
presented to a tool-station when required by some transfer mechanism. The 
latter r;as considered 	favourable and the design study ...as based upon this 
arrangement. 

Tho advantages to be gained by the inclusion of a copy-turning attachment 
to the machine wore considered, both as a built-in feature and also as on 
accessory. The investigation showed that the advantages were maall in cola-
parison 'idth the cost involved, and that the majority of copy-turning 
machines arc special purpose units, and arc nolmally used exclusively for this 
typo of vyork. It is for these reasons that this committee has rejected the 
inclusion of a copy-turning feature on this machine. 

P5.2 Objective. 

To examine the requirements of the tool-post station in order that it 
may present to the .uork specified cutting tools. 

To consider the best arraggent cf a Alagazine %,hich can store a total 
of eighteen cutting tools, any one of Tthich can be presented to the tool-post, 
so that it can, in turn, be presented to the 7for for the next operation. 

D5.5. Basic Requirements, 

This can be divided into t; JO sections of vrork, 
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Tool-:Post Station. 

This is required to accept from the magazine store single point turning 
tools and rotational tools and to support and present these to to o work at the 
start of a machining o:oratien and also to rigidly hold these tools so that 
they withstand the action of the cutting forcos. 

Tool Magazine. 

As a result of information gained from the Tochnical Survey Report it 
was decided initially to design a magazine which ;.ould accept eighteen cutting 
tools comprizing of eight turning tools, four drills and three milling cutters 
with a spare position on each of the stations. At the request of the Control 
System Committee it was agreed to limit the number of tools to sixteen as this 
would enable a simnler encoder system to be used for determining the position 
of tools in the magazine. It was considered that with sixteen tools the 
machine would not be restricted in any way in its versatility to perform its 
range of complex machining operations. 

It was considered that it should be possible to pro-load the cutting tools 
into the magazine away from the machine, and then fix the magazine to the 
ma chine suitably indexed so that the magazine adopts its correct orientation. 

This would enable the tools required for a given component to be pre-
selected and when loaded into the magazine would enable a cycle of operations 
on a component to be completed. 

The magazine should be capable of indexing station by station, and when 
required present to the tool-post any tool stored in the magazine. 

The position of the various tools stored in the magazine can be determined 
by a rotary encoder, using say a binary code. 

D5.4. Survoy. 

Initially consideration was given to the possibility of fitting both 
single point turning tools and rotational tools into the same tool post 
socket. This was abandoned in vier of the large cutting forces encountered 
in turning, as these forces would have to be borne by the bearings supporting 
the rotary cutter spindle. This would cause brinclling of the bearings and 
no doubt shorten their life considerably. 

It was, therefore, decided to have two sockets in the tool-post station, 
one for tools requiring rotational movement and the other for fixed tools. 

An alternative solution was also considered which nrovidod the rotational 
tools with .ticir own bearings as a complete unit. Thus the drills and mills 
would be fitted into individual bearing units and stored in the magazine in 
this 'any. 
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This wou1:7.. enable both rotational anc'. tu-,7ning tools to be fitted into the 
same socket ill the tool poEt. In this rrrangement th boat. 	,zould not be 
subjected to the cut tin for7:cs enccuntored juring a turning operation_ 

This 	have the adv 	th-t only one station 	be rcquirod on 
thc, tool--:est and as a result would 	th- 	g. 

But against this nine bcarinv units t.ould be required. Th :ro would be 
dif_icultr in aligning the bearing units each time 	the (rive shaft '-nd 
there is also the possibility of the bearint,s becrTilwi_ng contn:min7..ted with 
cutting fluid and La,oaged during their transit about the mnchiae, 

ii sketch of this rirra,i:ement is sho-.:n inn. fig.D5/,/1. It is seen that both 
ty2es of tools use a coimon housing, but 7.norons a bearing unit supports the 
rotation 1 tool, the housing for the turning tool is just a clamp block. The 
lo-/.r sketch shows a turning tool m position for machining. 

In view of the latter 17oints .4c, has b„.'en concludal thnt separate sockets 
in the tool-post -uould ofl'or the best solutLan. 

Cutting tests were conducted in the Lachino Tools Laboratory to establish 
actual tool forces when machlning steel on a centre 1:7.-tho, and the results are 
tabulated as follo-Js:- 

Tool 
Tool 
Cutting Spoeci 
It'uod hate. 

- H.S.S. 
- 10('1 10c- 
- 400 f t/:-.in (1 22 o/Min) 

0.010 in/rev. (0.25 m/rov.) 

1.0(,;ptil 	Cut Tr_ni:;entin.1 
	

F.:roe Ft 
	

-;.er at t 
in. 	3171.;::. 	lbf, 	K.N. 	lbf. 	 1Tatt.s 

0.125 3,22 
0.250 6 

12.3 

	

270 	1. 	10C 	0%:45 	3.3 

	

511_0 	4, 	200 	0.890 	5.7 

	

Flu 	8 ° ; 7 t:' 300 	1.335 	10.0 

	

1080 	....L.; 	)d-OC 	..I.700 	13.1:- 

22!..6.  

7460 
10,100 

	

It sh uld bo .`_'t' toff, th!..t alth.11,7h 	 ft/min. 
1.18'.1 GO f't 	( 3C 11-47-Lin) 	non:Laly 	 1,.r 

	

t•• is, but 	 (1 22 	„ 	the z•oo 	 E,7.1,!...Z. f .r 

	

en c 	t lo 	ol • 	 , then thez:e reL.11ts a]...e relevant 
F no d 	 use': 	-:,:TZLE' 	C_:-Z1.2 
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D5.5  Design Recemmend -tions. 

Toc.1-fest Stati:n- 

Sepnrate s(ickets -All be used to heuso the single pant cutting to is and 
, rtati_nal te_ls. The sockets 	be best positi ned at 18J` tc each other and 
this 	result in the nest compact unit as :Noll as providing the best 
clearance for both hodsteck and tnilstock. 

sketch f this arrangement is shown in fig. D5/5/2. 

The adapt,r fer holding the rot.:ti_lal tools will hove a taper shank 
which will fit in t- a mating taper socket in the tool-pest, and be secured 
by a latching and 1,cking device. A sketch of this ta:er shank engagoao.nt is 
sham in fig. D5/5/3. 

The drive to the r,tatienal spindle will be a hydraulic mut,Lr and it 
will have a number 	selected speeds up to 1,500 rev/miu. 

These speeds will be selected by command signals from the punched paper 
t pe. 

The indexing ,f the te.cl-pest will be. achieved by a pneumatic cylinder 
1=nted underneath the t:..:1-post housing r'riving through a rack and pinion. 
The shaft on which the teal past station rotates 	cc lock&& by a hydraulic 

following the indexing eporati!en. 

hngazine. 

The sixteen tool stations required can be kbtainod either by the use of 
a belt typo holder or by a circular drun. orking en the basis of the tols 
stered at a 3 inch. (75 la.m) pitch the length of belt required will be abeut 
50 inches (1.25 m.) and in the c^ se of a drum .about 16 inches (400 m.) diameter. 
It is c-onsidered that a drwia loaded with tools will be easier to handle than 
a bolt, therefore, an aluminium drum will be used. 

The t ools with their adaptors will be held in the arum by sprinis  
retainers and in this way the drum can be pro-lcadod anc", then fitted te the 
machine. 

D5.6. Design Solution. (Fig. D5/5/6) 

DescriptiLn of Tool Post Staticn 

The tc 1-post st.ntiLn is moun-'6ed on a cress-slide uh.i‹•11 movs at right 
angles tt. the w.,r1= racist The slido-1,7 	Ynich moves ,n hytIre-staticpads, is 
eenstrined in all cthor axes 

The toe-post is aOlo tc. rotate on the cross-slide this movement being 
contr\lled by a pneumatic cyline,cr mounted underneath the cross-slice,. The 
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rotati:_nal c:,c-vaJlent 	ID,„ either 90 Lr 180u, the "..osition bin determined 
by the com-and signra to the cylintler and the -J;ositi._a 	th- :.TAf,ton rcm 
ping detected by trip sl.itchos. Li th,, intermediate persiticn, the 
piston ran is securely hold by pressure z:n tJth sides of the ziston through 
th- 	.f a ce:Itre 7,;siti 	c_11-:x 1 valve. 

The t L.1-p_st statl n will house b._ta turning and r tati,nal t_.:1s. The 
turning t,els can be single reint or f_rm 	the only requiraacnt being 
that the; have a cc:mon shank. The t_el shank 	fit into t,,  1 hcla.-x anc_ 
this in turn 1.1_11 fit into a socket in the tool-post. 

The rJtrAJ,onal too- is can be drills, reamers end mills, slutting mills 
and te, cutters up 	1 inch (25 mu) diameter. The rotational trills that hav, 
a straight shank 	fit into a 	and taps shank tools gill fit into a 
tr.Der sc.cket sl_ev. 

Ti-e drive tc the rotati.Jnal tt_ols 	be by a hydraulic gerr tyre 
motor which is mounted on tc.p 	t,,,l-rest station. This motor Trill 
h'vo a speed range of up tc, 2000 r.p2m and a raiing 	2-horse-powor (1492 watts) 
at a st s y.ly pressure of 1000 lbf/in. (6.9 1..1011 ). 

The cross-slid, is actuated by a hyraulic cylinder which is yn3u-ated on 
th- underside 	tho slide, the cylinder ram sieves at a c..A•itrollc fecdr-to 
over the length of its stroke. The rL.tatieri-.1 movement c. the tool-'post 
statin is crY:.ntrollud by a latic cylindur; the jj_st,n rod is coupled to 
a rack -%thich in turn is in .-nesh ith a pinion mounted on the t3,1-pest shaft. 

G 
Iht. piston rod imparts t.-o ilovoments to the to,  1-post, a 90

o 
and 180 , 

the :iston r..i then retracts t 1 its neutral position ready fur its next 
command signal. It is necess-Ty to control the alovement of the teal-post in 
this vay. For if a ste7pihg motor vrero used dr=je 	the Imoumatic and 
hydraulic ripos suliplying various units on the station 7-euld result, 

each indexing position the toul-post stati.n is accurately lucatod by 
a pnewilatically operated vee register, this ensures that the teal-1Dost takes 
um the position for turning and drilling o_or-tifDas and also 	cjoctin:,. an 
receiving nn tocis fr m the 

each indexing operatiLn the tool-pcst st-tion is locKcd to the 
cross-slide by a hydraulic 011-,ic; this 	unsure that th,_: tcol-9)0st is rigidly 
held Curia ; machilang o erati_no. 

()nor :tiun., 

.L.Ltaticnal t 	can bo fit tdjolu eitrier collct chuck or a trorer 
sleeve, the shank on b,Dth 	these fittings is commcr and is a ruick to,1- 
change device bacon as the aala:_. This  is of Swiss crigia and is a device 
which ,nablus tools to b, e si3y ?nd uuickly fitted into a driving socket, 
and when in 	the t,ILl shank is securely hold by 17m, lccking balls. 



Tnose balls are retained by a ,,,r.hanioal lateh nhich ensures a very positive 
drive. It is impossible for the balls to b- deressed and 	release Lhe 
tool shank clurilv; a .!-•.chining operation. 

Yhua ^ tool shank is piosented to the driving socaet, a signal is passed 
to a c.ntrol way, which in turn o-fYerntes a cylildur, thu 	which moves 
a slide vnich withdrws an inner drive spindle allcing the locking balls to 
drop into a recess. Under this potion the sjpindlc de tresses a number cA ccil- 
spri 	In this position the tool shank is fitted into the sleeve, the 
piston ram is released allowing the springs to slide the inner drive spindle 
forward and so allowing an outer sleeve to mechanically lock the balls in a 
driving position around the taper shanl:z. 

It is necessary for the drive spindle to mJvu axially relative to the 
housing to perform this operation.  and, therefore, the bevel gear which drives 
the spindle is fitted into outer bearings in the housing so the drive spindle 
is couj„led to the bevel guar through the action ui a slain() shaft. This will 
allow the drive spindle axial freedom of levement but at the same time be 
locked to the bevel gear in a rotational direction. 

The turning tools selected arc of the throw-aay tip type and all 
turning tools whether singlo oint or fora to,ls will have the same size tool 
shank. The tua shank in,: fitted into a holder and this in turn is fitted into 
the tool-post. dill tools are carried in the IiIngazine and when the appropriate 
tool is in position, the magazine ia0VeS forward, fitting the tool shank into 
the teclpest socket. A pneumatic cylinder actuates a slide and locks the tool 
shank in position with a wedge like action. The cutting tool is hold rigidly 
in this position during the cutting operatiLn. 

Deacrintion of 1.,..rrazine. (fig. D5/5/7) 

Thu magazine is a circular drum which can store a total of sixteen cutting 
tools, nine of these ore rotational tools, and seven are turning tools. Thu 
rotatiunal tools cover drills up tc 1 inch(25 mm) dia. and 8 inches (200 mm) 
long, end mills, roamers, too cutters and slotting mills and can also include 
any other rotary cutting tools, such as centre drills, which are required to 
per: ona .a-chining operations on a comonont. 

All the cuttin tools are inserted into the L',:,.Eazine: so the shank faces 
outwards. This means that the longest tool governs the sine of the magazine, 
which in this case is a 1 inch(25 mm) dia. drill 8 inches (200L.m) long. The 
mac:azine, thereiore, h=:s a diruouter of 2L inches (600 ,n.n0. 

The mnazine, which is of aluminium alloy, con be pre-loadee_ with cutting 
tools away from the machine. The total nui,ibur of to is required to complete 
the machining operations on a given ca,;:j?onent can be loaded into the magazine; 
this is assuming that the total nnber of tools required does not exceud sixteen. 

bath tool position is identified so that on a command signal from the tape, 
any tool can bu 	into position ready fur loading into the tool-post. 
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The magazine when ready is lo-dred on to a keyed shaft, and this ensures 
that it 	take up the sano position en successive ocossions. The rotary 
losition of the magazine is dotorminod by an encoder mounted on the slido 
underneath the magazine. Tin, underside of th- magazine is drilled in the 
appropriate positions and so acts as the rotary encoder. Tn.e sensing head is 
attaohod to the slide on whicn the magazine NLOW. 

The.: slido is actuated by a pneumatic cylinder which has a stroke of 
12 inches (300 mncs.). This length of stroke is required in order to siove 

the raagee 	forward so the tool shank is inserted into the tool-post and then 
withdrawn so that the mngazino clears the projection of the longest drill. 

The slide moves on crossed rollers on one side and. on plain rollers on 
the other, this will impart a smooth motion to the magazine feed. 

The indoxing movement of the magazine is obtained by a pneumatic 
cylinder, the ran of thich is coupled to a rack thich is in mosh -olth a 
pinion. Coupled to the inside of the pinion is a pawl in contact -olth a 
ratchet, so that as the ninion is mode to rota to, the pawl indexes the 
ratchet, and also the laa.0-nincs, ono division. The number of teeth in the 
ratchet corresponds to the number of tools in the magazine, so that for one 
stroke of the cylinder the pcsa will index the magazine exactly one tool 
station. 	number of stations can be indexed very quickly by successive 
strokes ue the cylinder. This doos mean that the h:agazino can only rotate in 
ono direction, which could be rather time consuming ir for example it is 
required to index from station number 2 to station number 16. But it is 
considered that suitable planning of the tools in the magazine, by arranging 
that for successive operations on the work the corresponding tools are 
positiunod in similar order in the magazine, should overcome this problem. 

D5.7. Sequence of Operation. 

The soquonco of operntinas that is carried out in tool changing depends 
uton the typo of tool selected, such as turning tool, drill, or end mill, 
and also 'hother the tool, such as drill, is to be used radially or axially. 

Seine 0f the operations aro couson to both sequences, and so a tyeical 
mplo is shown for a single point turning tool and a drill to bo used axially 

where 1 machinin.L; operation is folloi..od by the othor. 

It is assuod that there are no t. ols in the tool-post station and that 
this is the first operation to be performed on the component. 

1. 1Cool-nost station moves to neutral position in line with magazine. 

2. Tool-post station indoxos so that turning tool socket is facing magazine. 

3. Lingasin_, indexes to bring correct tool into lino with tool-post. 

4. Lagazino moves forward on slide so that tool shank is in position in 
tool post socket. 
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5. Pnoumatic cylinder operates, locking tool shank in tool-post socket. 

6. Lagazine retracts to its neutral position. 

Tool-post indexes through 900. 

8. Thu trey; register latching taechanism is o7orated positioning thu to )l-past 
station. 

9. The hydraulic 01,-no operates, clomping tool-post station to cross-slide. 

10. Tool-post moves forward to take up turning position dictated by canna id 
signal from punched paper tape. 

ilssumo no: that the turning operation is ccmpleto and that the follavring 
sequence will discharge the turning tool and pick-up drill. 

11. Tool-post withdraws to neutral position in line with magazine. 

12. The hydraulic clamp on tool-post station is released. 

15. The vee register latching mechanism is released. 

1L.. Tool-post station indexes through 90
o
, so that turning tool socket is 

facing magazine. 

15. Magazine moves forward to receive turning tool. 

16. Pneumatic cylinder releases tool shank locking mechanism. 

17. lagazine retracts to neutral position withdrawing turning tool from tool-
post. 

i8. hagazinc indexes to bring drill into line with tool-post. 

19. Tool post indexes through 180°. 

20. Pneumatic cylinder operates slide and so roloases locking balls. 

21. 1::agazine Moves forymrd positioning tool shank in tool-post socket. 

22. Pneumatic cylinder retracts slide so allowing balls to lock tape shank. 

23. Magazine vdthdraws to its neutral . ositien. 

2L1. Tool-post indexes through 90°. 

25. Tool-post roves fornid until centre line of tool-post coincides with 
axis of Cork. 
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26. Tool-post indexes a further 90, bringing the drill into line with the 
axis of the work. 

27. The vee register latching mechanism is operated positioning the tool-post 
statl:, 

28. The hydrFAIlic 	is operated, cl,-mping the tool-post to the cress-slide. 

Drilling is now ready to com,:lence by either rotating the drill or by 
rotating the wcr. 

The tcio sequences described above could be operated by a sequentially 
controlled circuit, and as a result it would be only necessary for the tape 
to issue a coand signal to start the sequence of operations. 

Four different sequences liould cover the range of operations perfor.ded 
by all the. cutting -Lucas. These could be identified by a particular code, and 
a oaxland si-nal from the tafe could select the one required for a particular 
cutting tool and operation. 

D5.8. Selection of Cutting Tools. 

The case for using high speed or c.-:rbide tip cutting tools on this machine 
c, •nsioroa and it v:%s decided that to use carbide tools as these offered 

a number of distinct advantages over high speed tools which are particularly 
significant inen used on a numerically controlled LvIchinu. 

The use of carbide tuels enables much higher cutting speeds to be used, 
they are very ::such harder, they have good resistances to wear by abrasion and 
therefexe, will result in longer tool life. This last point is important when 

cutting tools are to be used on an 	machine, in that once a progrnmne 
has started is desirable that it completes its cycle ti trout interruption. 
lAth carbide toolin:; there would be loss chance of failure during a cycle than 
Teuld be the case 7,ith high-speed tools. The higher cutting speeds obtainable 
.-ould result in a snorter cycle time and lower rooching cost for component. 

The case for brazed tip or throw-ccay tip carbide tools %Els also con-
sidered. Brazed tip tools are comnact in size and as a rusult would not take 
up a groat deal of space in the magazine or tool-post station. But against 
this they would be much more difficult to pro-sot in the tool setting fixture, 
the function of which would be to position the cutting tool so that the 
cutting edges wore in the correct position in the 'xi , ry' and IzT planes. 
.ith subsequent regrinding of nutting tools the tool holder would have to be 
provided with some form of adjustment in all three rlanos. 

With thro.%:-aay tip tools the seine preblua does not arise to th, same 
extent, bee ,use the tins can be placed in the tool-holder and take up a 
position which would be the same for successive tips. This would simplify 
the pie-setting of the touls, with throw-array tip tuols the coat of regrinding 
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is eliminated, because the cost per cuting edge is so low, it ,zculd cost 
.core to regrind the 	than to buy another ene. The number of cutting edges 
per tip can be eight with a negative rko tip or four Tith a positive one. 

D5.9. Copy-Turning :attachment.  

The inclusion of a copy-turning attachment for the mnchine either as a 
unit included with the machine or as one supplied as an optional extra as 
considered. T;-a:. result of this investigation is as follows. 

D5.9.1. Survey. 

During trio ;east years, tracer c•_,ntrolle& copy turninft has been employed 
on an increasing scale in industry. 

Tho roam advantage is the simplicity of machining with a single point 
tool and producing contours Lich can normally only be obtained by elaborate 
form tools or multiple-tool setups on expensive and complicated machines. 

One limitation to copy turning, ho ever, is the angular presentation of 
the tool w ich introduces difficulties -when operations such as the machining 
of both sides Li the flange, or square shoulders are to be turned on shafts 
Ii:L.th decreasing diaineters. 

Coy turning is classified as:- 

1. By the /amber of dimensions under centrol 
i.e. ono dimensional system has one movement under automatic control 
and one or two inde x anent movements under control of the operator. 

By method of control and actuation 
a) Direct non-positive actuation - springs, weights, pneumatic or 

hydraulic :z.essure to maintain contact. 

b) Electric control and actuation with further sub-divisions. 

'H) Electric trac,,rs with contacts, contactors and electric motors. 

(ii) Tracers using contacts, relays, clo,ctro -o,agnotic clutches, variable 
speed motors. 

(iii) Contactloss tracers, electronic amDlific2tion aqd field control of 
v-riable speed motors. 

c) Hydraulic control and actuation may have either hydraulic or 
pneumatic stylus. 

d) flectro-hydraulic control and actuation. 
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Hydraulic control and actuation  

Since fluidic control and hydraulic actuation are employed to control 
headstock, tailstoc1> etc. the hydraulic system is basically simple using a 
spool valve directly operated by a stylus and controlling the direction and 
speed of motion. 

When the stylus is free, spring biases the spool valve towards the 
template and allows oil to flow to the piston rod side of the piston, thus 
causing the slide, which is attached to the piston rod, to rove towards the 
template taking the tool with it. When the movement has progressed until 
the spool valve is in its central position the cil flow is interrupted and 
the movement stopnea. Further moven.ent inward, as on a slope would uncover 
the control ports leading to the top of the position resulting in a slide 
movement in the opposite direction. 

The feed rate in the transverse direction is in proportion to the 
slope of the template and the accuracy is limited by boundary layer and 
contraction phenomena. 

Conclusions 

Lost of the companies surveyed consider copying as a special function 
and manufacture special purpose machines for this particular requirement. 
Because of this fact and because the machine has been designed to produce 
linear stepped components, it was unsidered that the incorporation of a 
copy turning attachment could not be justified either as a built in 
feature or as an accessory. 



D5.10. Stauential Control of the Tool Post  and Tool Loadiz?„g. 

Prepred by: 	Rajkumar 
B.S. Sodhi 

List of SyMbols. 

Symbols. 

Sequence start signal 

	

2 	Comparater of x-axis 

	

3 	Com-oarator of y-axis 

	

4 	Ccmp-rater cf the 	magazino 

	

5 	Lanual ILTut 

	

6 	Signal from lit switch 

	

7 	Tool change signal 

	

3 	Cutting sequence finish signal 

Sight1 from tape for to_1 post to index through 90L. 

	

10 	Signal from unit switch E 

Limit Switches 
S 
T 

	

T 	Donotes the signal when the to(,1 post has indexed to zero 
position. 

signal to unclamp the tool post and clamp the tool magazine. 

	

B 	signal to clarT the tool post and to unclamp the to  of Tmgazinc. 
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Introduction. 

This report describes the design of the control circuit for the automatic 
lc.ding and unloadi,i,g of the cutting tocIs. 

£ho tool magazine permits the use of sixteen Llifferent tools (seven 
stationary and nine rotational) and verforias the necessary operations automatic-
ally lith the help of a programo cycle lunched en a paper  t:_j e as shown in 
fig D5/10/6. The, punched tape carries the follouing Information for automatic 
loading. 

(1) Tool change signal 

(ii) Nature of the tool i.e. rotational or stationary. This info=tion 
is used for starting the motor of the tool post 

(iii)lingle of indexing of the tool post according to the nature of the 
cutting operation. 

Sequence of =oration in cycle. 

The machining operation is started with the tool magazine loaded and the 
tool post arty. 

(i) 
	

Yith the start of the sequence operation signal the tool magazine 
ina=es to prusont the correct tool in line with the tool post. 

The tool most indexes so th•t correct socket is ready to receive 
the tool. 

(iii) The magazine moves forwna that the tool shank is in position in 
the tool cost socket, 

(iv) Latching Liechanim holding tool in magazine is released and locking 
nechaniski scouring tool shank in socket is operated. 

(v) Tool magazino no-r retracts to its neutral position S as shorn in 
fig. D5/10/7. 

(vi) The tool post indexes through appropriate angle,  according to the 
nature of the machining oi,eratin. The information is obtained 
from the tape. 

(vii) TLA. post moves fencarcf, to take up turning position Olrectod by 
command from the control sys t ont. 

(viii) .Lt the end of the cu :tin`; sequence 	the tool post is at 180°, 
then the spindle naves to 	fig. D5/10/7 .:nit only then the 
tool retracts backwards, and if the toLl post is at 90""pcsition 
the spindle moves back, Ard after th e: 

tool. 
Tost has retracted. 



The tool post rstatos to zero degrees at the datum point E. 

The to,1 magazine roves foroard to receive the tool. 

(xi) Latching mechanism clamps the tool in magazine and locking 
mochaaima scouring tool shank in socket is released. 

(xii) The tool magazine now retracts is its neutral position S. 

The tool magazine is nou ready for the noxt operation. Thc rotational 
signal frcm the tape is only used to start and stop the tool post motor. 

Fig D5/10/7 shows thumain oluments of 
pneumatically by moans of switches. 

Pneumatic Equipment. 

the machine to bo, actuated 

   

This consists of high pressure circuit ofj:ecting the specified motion of 
the machine. The narral logic circuit controls the sequence of motion of the 
high pressure elements such as working oylindcr and stop up relays etc. 
Somo of them are built in as constructive u:Aits. 

Magszino Encoder. 

The binary coded ,?attorn fig D5/10/8 would apcar to be the simplest of 
the known methods lolth the added advantage that this system does not require 
any docoding circuit before being fed into the comparator fig D5/10/9. The 
tool magazine itself acts as an oncoder drum and positioning is achieved by 
pawl and ratchet mechanism there by giving it a unidirectional indexing for 
each stroke of the piston. The tools could be laid out in the order of their 
operation to save time in indexing. But this should not eliminate the encoder 
as in some cases the some tool may be required for a similar oporatio.i. 

Normal pressure logic circuits. 

The sequence of motions is controlled by th.J 72neumatic logic circuit. 
The :Zonal emitted by the switches are used as taut signals to the logic 
control circuit. The logic control circuits have boon discussed individually 
for different sequential position of the machine. 

Headstock Control logic (Fig D5/100) 

The h dstock =yes towardslwhoro the follouing signals arc present 

(i) cutting sequenco finish signal 

(ii) Tool ch• nLe signal 

(iii) If the tool post is at 1800, then the spindle moves to (Jatum E 
and only then the tool post retracts to datum E. 

If the tool iost is at 90°  for turning operations the spindle MUMS to 
datum E only after the tool post had move d to datum 
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The headstock LICIVCiS foruard to cutting operation only when the comparator 
of the x-axis shows an error signal and tho sequence start signal is on. 

Tool post linear movolliont c,ntrol circuit (Fig D5/1 0/11) 

Tool post retracts towards E only when the follouing signals are present 

(i) Tool chongo signal 

(ii) Cutting sequence finish signal. 

Tool post retracts first towards datum E (fig. D5/10/11 ) if it is at 
90 	position, otherwise thy.headstock moves t wards its datum first for 1 80

0  

position. 

It moves up touards operation oily i;.then the comparator of the y-axis 
shows an error signal and the start sequence . signal is present. 

Tool post inauxing control circuit (Fig. D5/1 0/1 2) 

lihe tool post indexes o.nticlock7.,ise only ::hen 

(i) To 1 :cost is at datun position E 

(ii) Tool change signal is preset 

(iii) Tool magazine is at datum -ros.Ltion E. 

It indexes to 90
o 
and 1 80 as per command from the tape 

Tool magazino  linear movement control lordc (Fig. D5/10/13) 

The magazine moves to load or unload only then the fellong conditions 
occur: 

( i) Tool lost must be indexed to zero position 

(ii) The conlparat or of the tool magazine should sh= a null signal. 

During;  unloading there must be tool change signal present. 

During lcalin sequence start signal uust be proscnt. 

Tool maLazine indoxinr,  control lo'7ic 	D5/-10:;.) 

Condition::: for the tuol magazine te index ar,: 

(i) 	Tool post must be at datum E 
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(ii) Tool magazine must be at datum S. 

(iii) Tool magazin_ camrarrttor sho7.s no error. 

Conclusion. 

The sequential control circuit is so designed th^t it incoporatcs 
absolute safcty aid couldbe operated manually if necessary. Limit switches 
arc. used to detect positioning sigaals. Those switches arc readily available 
on thc markct. 

D5.11. Rcferences. 

(1) Town H.C. Tracer Controlled Ca ying Lathes - John Wadsworth Lta. 

(2) H.C. 
Thc incrcasing duvclopmcnt in thc use of copy turning latnes. 

(3)  Kelly, T. - John liadsworht Ltd., 
"Project on Copy Turning" 
Prcalction 1;nginecr 46 11 651-660 (gavcfnber 1967) 

Literature on Copy Turning Equipment was obtained from the following firms:- 

Hcpwcrth Iron Co. (Engineering) Ltd., 

HallmacreneLtJ 

B. Elliot() (n!lchinery) Ltd. 

T.S. Harrison & Sons Ltd. 

*ford Ltd. 

Charles H. Churchill Ltd. 

is imik (U.K.) Ltd. 
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D6. PL2013 OF Tri.b TAILSTOOK AND k.,.LCHTITI RLCILITIES SUB-C(11aTTZE. 

Pre tared by:- B.S. ScxThi 
H. Eera 
E.V. Jones 

Rajkmiar 

D6.1. Introduction. 

'.she comlitteo's toms of reference );,-ere 

(i) To submit a trilstock desirTY1 that coulaies with the liEits set 
by the c-Lsign cunuittee. 

(ii) To select a cutting fluid suitable fcr the wide range of operations 
to be carried out. 

(iii)To investigate simrf raaoval techniques and submit a finalised design. 

D6.2. Tailsteck Design. 

The first report el the 'Configuration Committee' outlined a simple yet 
versatile tailstock configuration. The function of this tallstock uos to 
irovidc support for the work:piece,  f-nd. give facility for all the operations 
nolmnlly carried out from a turret. In addition the tnilstock was to be 
cajx-Ile of bar feeding. 

Following the c.-inclusions of the 'Technical Survey Comittee the bar 
feeding capability was discarded and the turret configuration retained. 
Ref. -xig 03/7. 

Three methods of turret indexing were thelcforo investigated:- 

(i) Indexing was achieved froLa the straight line lotion of a :zaeulaatic 
or hydraulic cylinder operating througli a pawl and ratchet mechanism. 

(ii) Indexing :.'as carried out with a small motor driving a vane nhich 
acted on one of six turret bey vn 

iii.) The use of a diaphrn, valve for turret inexing. 

Precise angular alignment of tie turret for the above designs 	rchieved 
by a spring loadod plunger fitting into a slotted plate. Thu slots in the plate 
hwd one face raaal to the centre and the second face at 30 to the first face. 
This has ben found to be the zi_st accurate method of location for indexing, 
is not susceptible to wear and provides for si:Aple and accurate ctanufacture. 

Subsequent investigation of the machine elements revealed that a turret 
tailstcck gave duplication of _aching stations since all the operations 
associated Yith a turret could be performed from the toolpost which possessed 
a sixteen tool meta :Line. Ref. Section JJ. 
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D6 . 	REIDOIZT or TEL,  TATT,sToca ALJ 1.,,ca--na! 	 ar-3-(.-7ciaiaTTEE. 

FruT-nrea by:- B.S. 3o hi 
"4,  

R.V. Jones 
G.h. Rajku:Dar 

D6.1. Introduction. 

The cormittee' s tams of reference were to:- 

(i) To submit a tailstock design that =Tiles with the limits set 
by tho d-sign comaittee. 

(ii) To select a cutting fluid suitable for the vide range of operations 
to be carried out. 

(iii)To investigate sarf removal techniques and submit a finalised design. 

D6.2. Tailstock Design. 

The first rei:ort oL thy. 'Configuration Co mitten.'outlined a simpl,, yet 
versatile tailstccic configuration. The function of this t:alstock T.-n.s to 

	

provide suyport for the woriccu 	give fz'.cility for all the operations 
normally carxioL out from a turret. In addition the tailstock was to be 
ca-oable of bar feeding. 

FollowinL the conclusions of the 'Technical Survey ComAtteo the bar 
feeding capability was discarded fl.a th.:; turret configuration retained. 
Ref. 1, ig C23/7. 

Three methods of turret indexing were therefore investigated:- 

(i) Indexing vas achieved frola the straight line motion of c. pneumatic 
or hydraulic cylinder operating through a pawl and ratchet m.cch•:_mism. 

(ii) Indexing was carried out .uith a small motor :'riving a vane which 
acted on one of six turret beams. 

(iii)The use of a air,pi-u-r valve for turret 

	

Precise angular alignment of 	turret for the above designs was rchieved 
by a spring landed plunger fitting into a slotted plate. The slots in the plate 
had ono face radial to the centre and the secc.nd face at 3o to the first face, 
This has been found to be the mJst accurate method of location for indexing, 
is not susccptibl, tc w.car and provides f:r sizTle and accurat- manufacture. 

Subsequent investigation of the machine elements revealed that a turret 
tailsteck gave duplication of -aching stations since all the operations 
associat,d with a turret could be performed from the toolpost which possessed 
a 

 
sixteen tool magal-dno. Ref. Soctiari D. 
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The toelpost 1-2uld Dove onto the centre -xis of the machine, turn through 
90 and p,rfarn turret uoorations. This enables a simplified tailstock to be 
designed with a stecification as fcllo7:s 

Tailstock Specification, 

(i) The tailstock should move indopendantly on(' in unison -with the 
headstock. 

(ii) It should accanmoaato a No. 4 moi.su taper. 

(iii)The fcrco exerted by the centre should be variable between zero and 
400 lbf (1.77 KI)  Ref. D6.5 App ondix 

Design Solution. 

The tailsteck body consists of a simple casting which incorporates the 
hydrostatic slid,Juays, Piet, DrE.r.Ting D6/2/11. The actuation ram is secured to 
the body by a steel bracket, which till withstand shock loads ffas better than 
a flange thrmn out from the casting. 

The tailstock is shown with a revolving centre which can be retloved from 
its taper by a blow on the ejector cap. Ejection of the centre could have 
been achieved by continuing the centre hold right through the body and striking 
the end with a :cod. Huever this would have complicated the hydrostatic Always 
cuasiderably. A conventional slot and drift was undesirable since the drift 
could be driven into the actuation cylinder. Special drifts preventing this 

- :cro considered unsuitable, because they would soon be lost in a machine shop 
and a conventional drift used. 

The slution was an integral ejector which would be a little more expensive 
than the alternatives but have none of their disadvantages. A duel was used 
to guarantee the correct relationship between the centre and ejection cone. 

The variation of the force to be applied by the tailstock between zero 
and 4-00 lbf (1.77 K.N) was achieved by placing a relief valve in the actuation 
cylinder supply line. This valve will be set by the machine setter to a 
value obtained fr:m the maximum cutting conditions for a given component by 
using the forimala in Sippendix 1. 

In practise a nomogra:A or disc calculator etched on a metal plate could be 
fixed onto the machine to facilitate the calculation. However the setter 
-uould probably use his experience to set the relief valve and this could well 
be sufficiently accurate. 
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D6.3. Cutting  Lubricant. 

Per th. -purpose of selecting a cutting lubricant tho folloving conditions 
have been set vrhich correspond to the specification Jrld function of the project 
machine. 

) Tools to be used (i 
(ii 

(iii 

High speed steel 
Tungsten carbide 
Cerama.c 

b) Speed range 100 to 3000 rev/i.Lin 

c) Feod 	0.001 in. to 0.010 inch/rev (0.025L- mm to 0.2540 mq/rcv) 

d) Depth af cut 	0.250 in. (max) 	(6.23 za.m. max) 

c) Surface finish 16.0 O.L.I. obtainable under optimum conditions. 

f) Viork materials to be used - Aluminium, Magnesium, Brass, mild steel, 
Cast Iron crld alloy stools. 

Function of cutting fluids. 

The widely varying conditions found in turning and milling make it 
extremely difficult to esta-olish rules to cover the selection of cutting 
fluids for each operation. Heat treatment of work material, tool material;  
cutting speed, depth of cut and feed affect the choice of a suitable cutting 
fluid. 

In considering cutting fluids for individual operati.ns, the follauing 
Increasing order of severity of mchining operation is generally accepted. 

2. 

(i) Drilling 

(ii)_ .Lutomatic lathe machLning- 

Tho severity of cutting operations is usually considered to be an 
indication of lubricant requirements and this should be considered in con- 
junction 	the toughness and hardncss of the material to be machine d with 
the depth of cut beingtalon. 

Cutting fluids have bettor lubricating properties and extramopressure 
qualities in the following order:- 

(i) 7ater solutions 

(ii) Solublo oil emulsions 
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(iii) Mineral oils 

(iv) inineral lard oil 

(v) Fatty oil 

(vi) Oil containing sulphur 

(vii) Oil containing sulphur and chlorine 

In ail cases of fluid containing: oils including emulsions on increase in 
the fatty oil content improves the lnbrie.ting properties and in the case of 
soluble oils, additives to the base oils such as sulphur, materially have the 
same effect. 

Ls art from the special properties mentioned above, the cutting fluid must 
have general properties. Should not c•use distortion, staining, smoke or fog 
in use, objectionable odour, decompose clielkdcally, contain ingredients hnrnful 
to the operator and retain its general properties. 

Due to tho izidely varying conditions found in the natchine tool operation, 
it is very difficult to select a single cutting fluid 7-hlch would provide for 
all the requirements of the project mnchine. However the selection of cutting 
fluid is governed by the system of applic tion. For the "Hi-jet" system (Rof.4) 
used, it is alpropriate to use low viscosity, water emulsion oil and the 'Gulf 
i-jet' oil is best suited for this requirement which is easily available in 
this country. 

System for the cutting fluid appliction. 

The ideal 1!]ethod of applying a cutting fluid is by jets carefully directed 
and at sufficient pressure to ensure that the fluid has the best possible chance 
of reaching the cutting edge. In addition a copious flow of fluid at low 
pressure should flood the tool and v;orkliece to cool them. The importance of 
properly directed nozzles and adequate flow cannot be over emphasized. 

The 'Hi-jot' system Rcf. 14., Fig D6.3.1, of cutting oil anj.lic tion has 
b(...en claimed as a nnPlutionary advance in metal machining practise (Ref. 3) 
Forger tool life is said to be obtained during turning operations and it has 
also been applied to other operations such as drilling and milling. 

The system involves the projection of small jet or jets of a special neat 
oil at a high pressure of LOO lbf/in (Fig D6.3.) into the clearance 
botneen the tool and the -cork. The jet is aimed directly at the cutting edge 
from. beau (fig D6.3.2) In addition an oil curtain (fig D6.3.3) and overhead 
flood of oil are provided for the -nurpose of reducing fumes. The system of 
jets is in direct contrast nrith the conventional method of cutting fluid 
application in which a much larger quantity of fluid at law pressure is used 
to flood the tool from above. The increased tool life (Fig D6.3.4) is 
attributed to improvements in both lubrication and the cooling attained near 
the cutting edge of tho tool. kt normal cutting speed the increase in tool 
life is claimed to be seven to eight times. While at higher spoods or on 
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tough materials an improvement in tool life of teenty to thirty times is 
achieved. 

It is possible than when changing from turnieg to milling the "Hi-jets" 
stream will not exactly coincide with the cuttin(i zone. Hoeever in this case 
the oil curt in will provide lubrication and the Hi-jet striking work or cutter 
will provide a spray mist inside the oil curtain. 

-L spray mist cutting lubricant system could easily be applied to the 
machine if rapid and frequent changes of cutting fluid are necessary to suit 
different materiels. The reason for spray mist lubrication consists of a 
sriell bottle which can be changed in less than a minute. 

Reeemmendations. 

It is recommended that the "hi-jet" system of cutting oil application is 
applied to the project machine and the approximate cost of the whole system as 
a unit with pipe fittings reservoir. and other accesories would be £50.0.0. 

176.4 Swarf Removal. 

It is essential that searf is removed  from the machine if it is to function 
correctly. Retention of chips in milling cutters will cause breakage and with 
turning, milling, drilling and reaming operations swarf at the cutter ;.ill mark 
the component. Hoe-ever the magnitude of this problem is difficult to estimate 
and its solution can only be based on experience. 

The form of swarf, i.e. dust, chips or continuous can influence the 
problem greatly. Therefore tooling is an important variable and chip breakers 
for all types of operations will help to alleviate the problem. 

High rate automatic machines produce copious volumes of swarf and have no 
operator present to remove it. It is therefore usual to delegate someone to 
remove s7 art from a number of machines with the consequent increase in running 
costs. 

Survel. 

Swarf removal can be considered in two carts. 

a) Removal of serf from the cutting zone. 

b) Transport of scarf from the machine tool. 

a) is often achieved by the cutting action itself. A tangential cutting 
operation such as milling or turning will assist the removal of swarf by 
ejecting the chip at a relatively high velocity. Teis particular feature is 
used in pneumatic removal systems to impart leomentum to the chips in the duct 
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which normally surrounds the cutter. for other operations die designer has to 
provide a means of deflecting the swarf in the desired direction. 

Drilling and treeping are loss helpful as the chips are not ejected axially 
at high velocity. However s:iarf can be v.-ashod blown or sucked from the work-
piece. This often involves the use of an additional station, ,:,here the 
component cand swarf are separated. 

The problem of siert' build ue on the machine surfaces can be minimised 
by ensuring that the surfaces are inclined wherever possible with an adequate 
flow of fluid. Pulmer Research Institute Ref. 7, carried out an experimental 
Drogranne to study the effects of machine bed surface finish and slope. It was 
shown that minima fluid velocity required to keee machine surfaces miarf free 
varied between i and 2 ft/sec (91)l mm/soc). 

b) Transport of scarf from the machine could be achieved in three ways: 
i) Hydraulic:- This method uses either a velocity trench or en ejector 

system. 

Velocity trenches are suitable for removing all types 
of swerf exce,„t large entwined bundles. A stream of cutting fluid is 
forced into the cutting area and flushes the swerf into the trench. 
Ideally the fluid must transfer all the v.:art away from the cutting 
area and keep it in suspension until the lubricant has been drained 
off. 

A variety of trench designs are available, the most 
commonly used being U-section shape with a semi-circular base. The 
U-section prevents the swarf being built-uy. at the bottom. A coelin-
ation of a trench slope of 0.25 to 0.375 in/ft. (.2 to .3 erns/metros) 
aad a series of coolant flushes keep the scarf in motion. The 
optimum length of toe trench depends on maximum depth permissible and 
the form of the suarf. 

'Ejector systems are mainly aeplied to very fine 
The se-,ert with coolant is collected in en ejector by inducing the 
mixture into a steaet of clean coolant. The mixture is then conveyed 
to a collection tank through piping velich must be sloped tow-ards the 
t-nk. To avoid sludge deposits occurring when the system is shut 
doe-a, The ratio of the clean conveying coolant to the contaminated 
coolant is three to oee. 

(ii) Pneumatic:- pine searf dust end see.11 chi-es can be 1-moved by moans 
of a high velocity air jet which sueeps the se-art from the cutting 
area into a chut,. The searf and dust can be exhausted pneumatically 
from the cutting zone by fitting an individual head over the cutter. 
The essential features of pneumatic metaods arc:- 
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!I) E.:_chihe hoods 
Ductinz from thu m chL,i. to 	L3y .1.r tion unit 
The sopar-Aion 

Th- 	 so th. t the s7,Irf falls Into thou. Hoods 
can b, mde to envelo-) tlK cuttr :ln lost completely. 

b) Ducting f'roia thu :..:.chime to th_ 2e-znrntion unit should be located as 
soon as Imossible to the cutting zon- so as to reduce thu lenth of the duct 
ork 

c) Thc. function of this wilt is to r_oloyo 	the siorn.rf and tho dust froi . 
the air. 	carryin the Gust is assed through 	s-or,,-..y to 1..ash out the 
fine ..:artici,s, 	drag conve3,o1- than raw.oves the ar..-r.lrf from the bottom of th, 
separator and the air is disch.rLed through series of oisture eliminators. 
This typo of separator is known as 	t scrator. 

in a dry separat,r, the first star- is in the for ,f cyclon,, 
re:Doves the ak:arf an fine raticl,..s. Tao fine lust is removed in the sonond 
stage \.hich can be 	soli cl„r-dilL oil p -, or a 	clloctor. 

(iii) Locn.-Lnical:- This involves brushes, scrappers, ,-onv-yors 
simil- -r eviT,flent. Th.,so h.vo burin discus:ea in thi;:. 

Tube conveyors :- (fig D6/4/5) -re used for ar_!-,11 broken chips . 
:o•rticulrly useful application for tLls typ of conveyor is th, ruhlov:-1 of 
sT  arx from th- 	 a 	if tho machin.; design JI.,11 not permit the.. 
gravity 

Pusher Conveyors:- Those: -%_x,.„ of tnc typos:- 
a) F!-:.ddle hied t.-yam,  
b) Tins tyr..c. 

) This tyr has 7_ddles hinged to the pishor btu which .,2o.sh the avarf for:--rd 
on the 1-..o:or stro. 	rctr:-.cts parallel 	adjacent to tho 7:ushor bar on tho 
return strOce. 

b) The r,ci2.DroctinF rusher 1).-x proDels the sl-r!'_rf in tho trough by tins. The 
tines (fig D6A/6) fixed in the trou:-h hold the ac-:nrf during the return stroke 
of th.. rusher b-r. 

Bolt convoryors:- (fig L6/4/7) 'Thu coy -v.zror is =a, of porous material 
to so,=te the cutting fluid from the s rf. 

Rotating Bar typL: conv.zyor:- (fig DG/V8), Thu aunrf is collected in 
av-  of four bo: e ich discharge into the a. -a.f bin in their courso of 
rotation. This types of conveyor is suitable for ral tr,:.-es of =Arf. 
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Rotating Bar Type ;,,,:itator:- The agitator is a rectangular bar rotting 
about an axis norm' .1 to the 1.1-no -lens.  which the swarf moves (fig. D6/4/9) 

Th, bar rotates at a constant speed in order to give the s'iarf a tangential 
velocity and thereby providing an initial moz:entum to the chip fula sweeping the 
plan, clear of the chips. The continuous motion prevents them from building up 
en the plane. This is suitable for both broken chips and large bushy suarf. 

Tilting Plane Type Agitator:- The forces causing the movement of the 
s,:rr_rf include the gravity and the momentum of the particles. In addition to 
these' a mechanical agitation of the swarf is obtained by a sudden increase of 
the slope of the plane along which the swarf travels. 

Pneumatic Agitator:- Ifig D6/4/10. In this a jot of air provides an 
initial motion to the swarf. This type of agitator is suitable only for fine 
ehips. 

Design Solution. 

As the machine design provides grvity sv.-arf removal facilities, it was 
considered that adequate swarf removal could be achieved by a simple yet cheap 
Ineumatic agitator. (fig D6/4/10). Such en agitator fits easily into the frame 
design occupying a minimum of space and supplements the swarf removing action 
by the cutting lubricant washing down the sloipc of the bud. 

Other types of sva-erf removing techniques are complicated, e:i7pensive and 
occupy more space. They nued a separate drive or a gcar reduction box. 

Pneumatic agitator logically conclude to our choice. Sequencing of the 
agitator could be achieved with work loading. 

D6.5. Appendix  - Calculation. 

Maximml Force to be exerted  by the Tailstock.  

The maximum force to be exerted by the tailstock .as calculated as follows:- 
(Ref. 1) 

force lbf Death of cut (inches) x _Cued (inchos/n;v) 
x 15C,000 x x 

For work]Aece weights up to L40 lb (1.95 K.N.) 

= 0 and for weights over this value 
x = weight  

2 

Therefore for the ;Aachine x = 0 

Kaxi:Aum, Force required = 0.25 x 0.010 x 150,000 
= 375 lbf say 

400 lbf (1.77  K.N) 
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D7. 	1=UPC..:RT 	 ._D 31RGCliTa.7._10 DESIC4 SUE -001..2..111171}3  

.71 . crry 
Bora 

D7.11 Introducti 

Inc  function of this cormattee t-4--•.s to zive consideration to the aes thetic 
n-nd_ urea imic de sign of the machine, -.1.nd to construct a quarter full size modo 1 

1.),(:;c -.use of the influence of fashion and er;-onomics machine tools can no 
longer be designed. on 	functi 	grounds. 

F shi on zfli c tate s that 	him:, should be LL  l..asing to the eye, thug ef or: 
such things as colour, size and outline should be c on si de r ed Hut .rever 
aesthetics cannot be considered in isolation, as it must ca,liplement basic 
factory requirement s such as minirourl. floor 	tmi aocessability. 

Ergonomics, Ref D7 	, 	the cosy.er inform:vtien , sc that the ;Lan- 
intcrf.!- ce functions 	the ELL-Zan tura efA iciency. 

The qt2neral ergonomic considerations that 	be w.-aicd to a machine  

tool ore, 	t the o,oer..t or should be rColc,  to set 	and control the machine 
r idly, safely 	 r.L.1 zincm :.-2.zount of fatigue. 

, 	the -.do!, ,ti on of str- ‘1_7•Lt-:_rds c oncern:Lag tin lo,L710.•_1 • Lrrc4-1.goz-aent s 

and direction of Liovenient of operating 	s imobs etc:. 

Unnocoss:iry movements and fatigue crm b e avoided if the 1- tyout of levers 
and contra :hell • re 	to the gc.)onetry of the hunan body. 

.Ls 	us_chinc: 	not been brouLht to the t ail design ag ste , 	nu;ab ers 
function of its con4rol levers and knobs is not kaovei. 	cr a part of 

the r.rchine that 	quires onc:rc..t or is the tool la 	 it is 

sua,:osted that t m-  zazine be fit ted 	hanales 	ould 
-n.fi the handles c ould be positioned so as t o locate    the rfio.o- zino in 

near zero -17osition on t 

-orn_is:. 2 of C onf --urati on , 

The coni•icTur ti on of the narle.. line Fig 	2/1 as advocated by the 

c onf izur t i on c 	t Wr.S ex %I:LA/led 

-.-.as co . _derod 	this \ :as 	tically un .cce.- table iea.cainc 

	

thrA occu led a 17.r. 	floor 	-1, 	th 	 or 	 In addition 

to raise it to ape r•-• t or height would. hue incured ail excessive .. ad. volume 
under each •_.xis 
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D7. 	R2ORT 	.11S.T.ITi:TIC L1 D 	DESIGIJ SUB-Ca :2- INES . 

Pre andby- K.F. Scarffe 
L.V. Terry 
E. Bora. 

D7.1.  Introducthn. 

The function of this committee uns to give consideration to the aesthetic 
and ergonomic design at' the machine, and to construct a quarter full size model. 

Because of the influence af fashion and err,onomics, machine tools can no 
longer be designed on purely functimal grounds. 

Fashion dictates that the machine should be pleasing to the eye, therefor,: 
such things as colour, size and outline should be considered. Hoever 
aesthetics cannot be considered in isolation, as it must complement basic 
factory requirements such as mininam floor space and accessability. 

Ergonomics, Ref. D74., gives the designer information, so that the man- 
machine interface functions 	the maxinn.am efficiency. 

The general ergonomic considerations that must be applied to a machine 
tool are, that the operator should be able to set 	and control the machine 
rawl_dly, safely and 1:ith the minimum amount of fatigue. 

Alas means, the adovtion of standards concerning the loF,ical arrangements 
and direction of mdovement of operating handles, knobs etc. 

Unnecessary movements and fatigue can be avoided if the layout of levers 
and control panels Yre adalted to the geometry of the human body. 

ass the machine has not been brought to the detail design stage, the auMbers 
and function aC its control levers and knobs is not knovn. Hae-,er a part of 
the machine that requires an operator is the tool lading magazine, and it is 
suggested that the magazine be fitted id th handles. This -euld make loading 
si-ler, md the handles could be positioned so as to locate the magazine in fl 
near zero position on t ,e mschine. 

11.2. ii.praisal of Confiuration, 

The configur-tion of the machine Pig. 17.2/1  as advocated by the 
configur-tion commi-Gtee vas =aimed. 

It as eens_dered that this .ras 	aesthAically unacceytable machine 
that occuied a large floor area, vlith extrely I?oor accessability. In addition 
to raise it to operator height would. have incured an excessive d.)ad volume 
under each axis. 
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In an atteinpt to roducc: 	 ma floor sp. 	three arrangements 
were considered. 

Fig D7/2/2 shows an arrangement in vi,-:dch the henlistock-tailstock axis 
is vertical. This gave a tall unstable machine, that would have required 
an extra support, also swarf would have fallen directly onto either the head-
stock or tailstock. 

_or these reasons this arrangement %.as rejected. 

Fig D7/2/3  shoves an arrangcent with the headstock - tailstock axis 
horizontal, but with the toolpost axis vertically above it. This -aas done to 
reduce the floorspaco and dead volume, but increase accessability. 

Hafever, if the wort piece is brought to operator height, the tool loading 
position becomes excessively high_ 

If the tool loading height is reduced, then the workpicco height becomes 
too low. As a compramisewas not possible this arrangement was also rejected. 

Fig D7/2/4 shows an arranga2ent with the headstock - tailstock axis 
remaining horizontal but with the toolpost axis vertically downwards. Whilst 
it was appreciated that this arrangement would give the same disadvantages as 
Fill D7/2/3 it 1,ns investigated in case it introduced any additional advantages 
or disadvantages. 

It produc-d a useful storage volume, but swarf would have fallen directly 
onto the moving toolpost. 

D7.3. Final confipuration. 

The arrangements shown in Figs D7/2/2  and D 7/2/4  were carefully considered 
and it was concluded that the stability -nd swarf disadvantages could be 
overcome if the machine were tilted at an angle to the horizontal. 

An angle of 45°  appeared to be ideal since it brouglt the tool loading and 
wprkpiece positions as near level as possible, also it is the optimum angle 
for swarf to fall clear of any !E,oving parts. 

However the overall height of the machine  weuld be ( )ft. and it wns 
considered that this was too large. 

The situation was coma-xomised icy ch:mging the angle to 30°  thus arriving 
at the final configuration shala in rig D7/2/5. 

Fixing the aliae,-,-rays at 30°  to the horizontal could have affected the 
control of the mal.i117 parts, consultation with the Control Systems ean31ittee 
confirved that this would not be a problem. 

The final configuration has the advantage that it occupies the minirrum 
floor area, and has good accessability. Also aesthetically a 30 angle 
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is 1)1 sing to ti eye - 	t&ives modern r.ppefIrmcc. 

D7.4. References.  

1) Koenigsberg r, F. Design Principles of L'etal Cutting.  
Lachine Tools. 

Pergamon Press 

2) Ergonomics for Industry cos. 1-12. 
lAnistry of T_.chnolo:y Jan. 1966. 
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D8. Costing of Lachine De-AID. 

Ihe rachine cLsign cost hc_s 	estiLl-ted so that an 'order of cost' 
for the co pleto machine can be established. The tro-.tment is not rigorous 
and therefore the figures given should only be Laken as a guide. 

Costing has b-enbas-d on a comparison with 	equipment and a 
quantity of t.:enty !ii-chines per annun. Casting pattern costs and capital 
expenditure are written off in the first ye-.r so that pattern costs rxe 
amortised over the first tunty units. 

The grade 17 cast iron have been evaluated at 1/4d. per lb and machinin 
costs Wele based on an hourly m-chining rate of 1.10s.0d. 

To obtain en oxact cost for the manufacture of the machine would be 
very difficult. Mnny of the uajor tarts have been designed specifically for 
the machine and as a result cannot be bought-out as standard items. 

In the case of units such as tho copy turning attachment and chuck a. 
price for a complete unit 	sup; lied by a manufacturer. These items arc 
designated as bought-out B0.1. 

IteLs 	are bought-out and have been allocated an estimated cost are 
indicated byB0.2 This includes the frn-_-[o Nthich would be bought-out as a 

	

heat treated casting   the nachinc tool rankers factory. 

Equipment uhich appears on the assembly dravdrvz,s and is not included in 
the cost broskdown such as the :.,tuition cylinder and hydraulic motor 11.s 
been costod in the Control Section. 

Cost Br akdoun: 

Section 

D3 
D3 

D3 

DiF  

Descri!.tion 

.730.1. 
B0.1. 

B0.2 

125 
80 

30 
235 

Chuck rith Dra7i,Ax:x 
Hydraulic Cylinder 
and Distributor assembly 
Disc Brake issembly 
with casing 

Fr Le 
600 

D5.8 Toolpost Lssembly 250 
YLagasine 150 

D5.10 Seauencing Equipnt 30.1. 50 
450 

D6,2 Tailstock Unit B0.2. 15 
D8.2 Tailstock Revolvin,27, Centr,.30.1. 23 
D8.3 Cutting Lubricant 

B0.2. 50 
D8.4 Suarf Rouoval 10 

93  

T0TLIZ1,383 
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D8. Costing of Machine Design. 

The machine d,,sign cost has been estimated so that an 'order of cost' 
for the co.plute _aachinc can be established. The treatment is not rigorous 
and therefore the figures given should only be taken as a guide. 

Costing has been based on a comparison with si,Alar equipment and 
quantity of twenty m:ohines p-r annum. Casting pattern costs and capital 
expenditure arc written off in the first year so that pattern costs arc 
amortised over the first tventy units. 

The grade 17 cast iron have been evaluated at 1/4d. per lb and machining 
costs were based on en hourly m-chining rate of Li.10s.0d. 

To obtain an exact cost for the manufacture of the machine would be 
very difficult. Many of the major parts have been designed specifically for 
the machine and as a result cannot be bought-out as standard items. 

In the case of units such as the copy turning attachment and chuck a 
price for a complete unit wns supplied by a manufacturer. These items arc 
designated as bought-out B0.1. 

Items which are bought-out and have been allocated an estimated cost arc 
indicated byB0.2 This includes the franc which would be bought-out as a 
heat treated casting and auchincd within the machine tool makers factory. 

Equipment which appears on the assembly drawings and is not included in 
the cost breakdown such as the actuation cylinders and hydraulic meter has 
been costed in the Control Section. 

Cost Breakdown: 

Section Descritien £ 

125 
30 

30 

D3 
D3 

D3 

D4_ 

Chuck with Drawbar 	B0.1. 
Hydraulic Cylinder 	B0.1. 
and Distributor li.ssembly 
Disc Brake ;Lssembly 
with casing 

Fr2e 	 B0.2 
235 

7 000 

D5.6 Toolpost Lsser'bly 250 
D5.6 Magazine 150 
D5.10 Seriucncing Equipiflent 	B0.1. 50 

450 

D6.2 Tail stock Unit 	 B0.2. 15 
D6.2 7 Centre:M.1. Tailstoek Revolving 23 
D5.3 Cutting Lubricant 

Equiplaent 	 BC.2. 50 
D6.4 Sv.m.rf Removal 10 

98 
TOTI121,333 
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Attachments sold as extras mhich are not included in the total. 

Section 	 Description 

D5.9 	Copy Turning 	 B0.1 	300 
D3, 	Work Loading 	 250 

The total cost does not cover machine assembly end tests which arc 
included in the star Programme Suction. 

D.9, Recommendations for the. Future. 

During the project it became apparent that some aspects of the machine 
design could be extended to advantage. The indexing toolpost on the cross-
slide with its tool magazine was ono such aspect and in conjunction with this 
the sequencin circuit for the machine elements. 

The committee considers these aspects of the design could form the basis 
of a future student project. This project could evaluate tae design, manu-
facture and development of the mechanisms and associated circuits providing 
the basis for a universal transfer machiaing centre. 

Bell hydraulic motorswith integral hydrostatic bearings are currently 
being developed. When those become available they will provide cheap high 
performance spindle drives with a much smaller physical size than present units. 
The introduction of such motors into the m chine design would reduce the 
overall size and cost. 

Further cost reductions could well be achieved by the application of 
self lubricating, low friction composite coatings to the machines slideways. 
Th_se coatings remove the need for a whole frame structure to consist of a 
wear resistant material, thus permitting the introduction of composite 
raterials such as boron aluminium, steel aluuie.ium or glass reinforced resins. 
Composite materials arc far stronger and stiffer than steels when correctly 
designed into a structure. They therefore give size and weight reductions 
and will become less nc: onsivo as they arc more widely used. 


